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Abstract
These lectures were given at the Weizmann Institute in the spring of 2019. They are in-
tended to familiarize students with the nuts and bolts of the numerical bootstrap as efficiently
as possible. After a brief review of the basics of conformal field theory in d > 2 spacetime
dimensions, we discuss how to compute conformal blocks, formulate the crossing equations
as a semi-definite programming problem, solve this problem using SDPB on a personal com-
puter, and interpret the results. We include worked examples for all steps, including bounds
for 3d CFTs with Z2 or O(N) global symmetries. Each lecture includes a problem set, which
culminate in a precise computation of the 3d Ising model critical exponents using the mixed
correlator Z2 bootstrap. A Mathematica file is included that transforms crossing equations
into the proper input form for SDPB.
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1 Conformal Symmetry I
In the first lecture we will explain why conformal field theories are important, and then
discuss the classical representation theory of operators as well as constraints on quantum
correlation functions in a conformal field theory.1
1.1 Why conformal field theory?
Conformal field theories (CFTs) are quantum field theories (QFTs) that are invariant under
the conformal group, which consists of changes of coordinates that preserve angles.2 These
include translations and Lorentz transformations, that define the Poincare group of standard
relativistic QFT, as well as rescalings. Most scale invariant QFTs are also conformally
1These lecture notes are heavily based on the previous lecture notes [1,2], for other reviews of the bootstrap
approach to CFT see [3, 4]. Previous numerical bootstrap studies include [5–78].
2We will later define CFTs to be invariant only under the subgroup of the conformal group that is
generated by the conformal algebra, which excludes conformal transformations that are not continuously
connected to the identity, such as inversions. This distinction will not be important in these lectures.
2
invariant,3 so even though the conformal group is strictly bigger, it will guide our intuition
to think of CFTs as scale invariant QFTs. As we will now review, conformal symmetry
shows up all over physics: from the definition of QFTs, to phase transitions in condensed
matter, to holography and quantum gravity.
QFTs are defined as renormalization group (RG) flows from a microscopic theory at short
distance scales (the UV), to a theory at long distance scales (the IR). Let us write the action
S for a QFT in d dimensions as
S =
∫
ddx
∑
i
giOi , (1.1)
where we have couplings gi for operators Oi. The action has zero mass dimension by defi-
nition, so for operators Oi with mass dimension ∆i we can define the dimensional couplings
g¯i ≡ µ∆i−dgi, where µ is the mass/energy scale, i.e inverse length scale, at which we study
the theory. Under RG flow µ changes from small length scales (the UV) at µ→∞ to long
length scales (the IR) at µ → 0, and all parameters of the QFT such as ∆i change as well.
When µ = 0, the theory becomes scale invariant by definition, and thus (as we assumed
above) conformally invariant, and the ∆i get frozen at particular values. In this limit g¯i
with ∆i > d become very small, so we call the corresponding operator Oi irrelevant, while
operators with ∆i = d and ∆i < d are called relevant and marginal, respectively. Conversely,
in the UV at µ→∞ relevant operators can be ignored and irrelevant operators matter. For
instance, consider φ4 theory in d = 3 with action
S =
∫
d3x
(
1
2
(∂φ)2 +
1
2
m2φ2 +
1
4!
gφ4
)
, (1.2)
which has a Z2 symmetry φ→ −φ. In the UV, ∆φ2 = 1 and ∆φ2 = 2 are both relevant, so we
can ignore them and the theory is free. In the IR the theory depends on the dimensionless
ratio g2/m2. If m2 → −∞ then the potential V (φ) = 1
2
m2φ2 + 1
4!
gφ4 has a minimum at
φ0 =
√
−6m2
g
, so the Z2 symmetry φ → −φ is spontaneously broken, while if m2 → ∞
then the minimum φ0 = 0 preserves the Z2 symmetry. When µ = 0, both of these phases
have infinite mass, and so correspond to trivial empty CFTs with no local operators. For
an intermediate value of g2/m2, however, we have a phase transition between the symmetry
breaking and the symmetry preserving phases, which is described by a nontrivial interacting
CFT. The scaling dimensions in the IR CFT are nontrivial numbers that can be very different
3For unitary theories in 2d and 4d, scale invariance implies conformal invariance under weak assumptions,
see the reviews [79,80].
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from their UV values. In particular, we will see that only φ2 and φ remain relevant operators
in the IR CFT.
We can generalize φ4 theory to a theory of N real scalars φi with i = 1, . . . N by simply
setting φ→ φi in (1.2), in which case the theory has an O(N) global symmetry, and O(1) ∼=
Z2 recovers the original case. For N = 2, the IR fixed point of this theory describes the
quantum phase transition of thin-film superconductors [81, 82], where Lorentz symmetry is
emergent at the phase transition.
CFTs describe phase transitions not just in relativistic quantum field theories, but also
in classical statistical systems of large numbers of interacting particles, where thermal fluc-
tuations suppress quantum fluctuations [83]. These systems are described by lattice models
in the UV. There are two basic length scales in lattice models: the distance ` between each
lattice site, and the correlation length ξ beyond which interactions between each site become
exponentially small. When a lattice model undergoes a phase transition, ξ becomes infinitely
bigger than `, and we can approximate the model by a scale invariant continuum field theory
in Euclidean signature, which is often a CFT. The physical content of the phase transition,
such as power law scaling of correlation functions of spins, can all be expressed in terms of
CFT data such as scaling dimensions.
For instance, the Ising model is a lattice of classical spins si ∈ {±1} with nearest-neighbor
interactions, and is often used to describe magnets. The partition function is [84]
ZIsing =
∑
{si}
e−
J
T
∑
〈ij〉 sisj , (1.3)
where T is the temperature, J is the coupling between the spins, i, j label lattice points,
and 〈ij〉 denotes nearest neighbors. The correlation length is then defined in terms of the
2-point function of spins as
〈sisj〉 ∼ exp(−|i− j|/ξ) as |i− j| → ∞ . (1.4)
For a certain critical value of Jc/Tc the Ising model also flows to an interacting CFT, and
the spins become fields σ(x). The correlation length then diverges with temperature4 as
ξ ∼ |(T − Tc)/Tc|−ν , as T → Tc , (1.5)
4This temperature should not be confused with the temperature of a d+1-dimensional QFT on Rd−1×Sβ ,
which can be obtained by Wick rotating a Lorentzian QFT to Euclidean space and then compactifying the
imaginary time direction on a circle whose radius is the inverse temperature β. This describes a QFT at
4
while the spin 2-point function then obeys a power law relation
〈σ(x1)σ(x2)〉 ∼ 1|x1 − x2|d−2+η , (1.6)
where d is the spacetime dimension. The quantities ν and η are called critical exponents,
which are nontrivial numbers that can be related to the scaling dimensions of relevant oper-
ators in the associated Euclidean CFT.
Another example of a classical statistical theory is the water-vapor phase transition. A
volume of water is a collection of randomly moving atoms that on average is translationally
and rotationally invariant. A volume of water can be in the liquid, solid, or gas phase
depending on its pressure P and temperature T . For a certain ratio P/T the phase transition
becomes continuous and is described by a Euclidean CFT.
In fact, the water/vapor CFT, the Ising model CFT, and the φ4 model CFT are precisely
the same CFT! This can be explained by the general fact that the number of parameters
that need to be tuned to reach an IR CFT corresponds to the number of relevant scalar
operators that respect the symmetries of the UV theory.5 For the Ising model and the φ4
model, whose UV theory respects the Z2 symmetry, we had to tune one parameter (m2 for
φ4 or J/T for Ising), so there can only be one relevant scalar operator in their IR CFTs
that respect Z2. For the water/vapor case, the UV theory does not respect Z2, and we had
to tune two parameters, the pressure and the temperature, so there must be two relevant
scalar operators in the IR CFT. If there is a unique 3d CFT with only two relevant scalar
operators (which we will show numerically is probably the case), or with only one relevant
scalar operator that respects Z2, then all these three theories must have the same IR CFT,
and indeed they do. This phenomena of IR equivalence between UV theories is known as
critical universality in statistical and condensed matter physics, or duality in high energy
physics. Critical universality is common because even though UV theories can depend on a
huge number of parameters, such as the millions of atoms in water, IR CFTs are found by
tuning the couplings of usually just a few relevant parameters. These dualities can even occur
between classical statistical fixed points and relativistic quantum fixed points. For instance,
the superfluid transition in 4He, which is driven by thermal fluctuations, is described by
a Euclidean fixed point with O(2) symmetry [85] that is equivalent to the Lorentzian O(2)
fixed point described above for the thin-film superconductor phase transition, which is driven
finite temperature, unlike the statistical systems we consider here that are completely classical, and are only
described by a field theory near their phase transitions.
5This is assuming that the UV theory respects rotational invariance. For UV theories that break rotational
invariance, one would also need to tune relevant operators with spin.
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by quantum fluctuations at zero temperature.
One last reason to study CFTs is their relevance to quantum gravity. The only known
non-perturbative formulation of quantum gravity is the AdS/CFT correspondence [86], which
relates quantum gravity6 in a negatively curved spacetime called Anti-de Sitter (AdS) to
certain CFTs that live on the boundary of the spacetime. Quantum gravity is very difficult
to study, but CFT is in principle completely well defined, so this correspondence is our
best method of learning about quantum gravity in a controlled setting. We can even learn
about quantum gravity in regular flat space by taking the radius of AdS to infinity, which
corresponds to a certain limit of the CFT [87,88].
Conformal field theories have more symmetry than standard QFTs, so you might assume
that they are easier to study. The problem is that most interacting QFTs become strongly
coupled in the IR where the CFT exists, so we cannot study CFT by doing perturbation
theory in one of the coupling, as we would for say quantum electrodynamics, where the
dimensionless fine structure constant α ∼ 1/137 makes a good expansion coefficient. We
can see this in the φ4 model in 3d, where the coupling g that appears in the Lagrangian
scales positively with length, and so becomes big in the long distance limit where the CFT
is defined. Several alternative methods are used to study such strongly coupled CFTs:
1. Perturbation theory in a parameter other than the coupling. CFTs typically become
non-interacting when the number N of flavors of matter or colors of a gauge group
become large, or when the CFT is defined in a certain dimension d. We can then
perform a perturbative expansion in large N or d − , and then extrapolate to the
value of N or  that corresponds to the physical theory. For instance, in d = 4 the
φ4 coupling becomes marginal and the theory is free, so we can perform an expansion
for small  = 4− d and then extrapolate to  = 1 [89]. Of course, such extrapolations
are not really justified, but in practice they give answers that are reasonably close to
experiment in some cases.
2. Monte Carlo simulations for a lattice model that describes the theory in the UV, which
is a non-perturbative formulation by definition. For instance, recall that the Ising
model is defined as a lattice model in the UV, so we can simply truncate that lattice
to finite volume and put it on a computer. The difficulty is that the computer cost
can be enormous, and passing to the continuum and extrapolating to infinite volume
can introduce large errors.
6Quantum gravity in this context means string theory, M-theory, or higher spin gravity.
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ref Method ∆σ ∆
[93] Monte Carlo 0.51813(5) 1.41275(25)
[94] -expansion 0.5182(25) 1.4139(62)
[42] Bootstrap 0.5181489(10) 1.412625(10)
Table 1: The most precise estimate of scaling dimensions for the critical Ising model via
different methods.
3. The numerical conformal bootstrap.7 This method does not use any UV formulation
of the theory, like a Lagrangian or a lattice model, but directly studies the constraints
of conformal symmetry on the abstract IR CFT. We will find that conformal symme-
try imposes infinite consistency constraints on correlations functions in a CFT. We
can truncate to a finite number of constraints and optimize them numerically to place
bounds on physical quantities in the CFT. These bounds are rigorous and can only
improve as we add more constraints, unlike the perturbative methods that required un-
justified extrapolations and do not necessarily improve at higher order. The bootstrap
also uses the full power of conformal symmetry, which can make it more constraining
than lattice studies that do not use conformal symmetry.
In Table 1 we compare the values ∆σ and ∆ of the lowest dimension Z2 odd and even
operators in the Ising CFT as computed using the  expansion, Monte Carlo simulations, and
the numerical conformal bootstrap.8 While all these methods roughly agree, the bootstrap
values are orders of magnitude more accurate. In the course of these lectures, you will in
fact rederive these groundbreaking results yourself!
1.2 Conformal transformations
Let us begin by defining the conformal group. The conformal group consists of transforma-
tions x → x′ that leave the metric gµν(x) unchanged up to an overall position dependent
rescaling:
g′µν(x
′) = Ω2(x)gµν(x) , (1.7)
7The modern numerical conformal bootstrap was initiated in [90], which was inspired by the earlier
works [91,92].
8These scaling dimensions are related to the critical exponents η and ν in (1.5) and (1.6) as ∆σ =
1
2 +
η
2
and ∆ = 3− 1/ν.
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where the spacetime indices µ, ν = 1, . . . , d, and we will work in Euclidean space in these
lectures. Consider an infinitesimal change of coordinates x′µ = xµ+ µ(x), then the resulting
infinitesimal change of the metric gµν around the flat Euclidean metric δµν = diag(1, . . . , 1)
can be expressed as
g′µν =
∂xα
∂x′µ
∂xβ
∂x′ν
gαβ
= (δαµ − ∂µα)(δβν − ∂νβ)gαβ
= gµν − (∂µν + ∂νµ) +O(2) .
(1.8)
Comparing to (1.7), we see that an infinitesimal conformal transformation must obey the
so-called conformal Killing equation
(∂µν + ∂νµ) =
2
d
∂ρ
ρ , (1.9)
where Ω2(x) in (1.7) was fixed to 1 − 2
d
∂ρ
ρ by taking the trace on both sides of (1.8). In
d > 2 dimensions the conformal Killing equation has four kinds of solutions:9
µ(x) = aµ (translations)
µ(x) = mµνx
ν (rotations)
µ(x) = αxµ (dilations)
µ(x) = 2(xνb
ν)xµ − bµx2 (special conformal transformation) ,
(1.10)
where aµ,mµν , α, b
µ are constants and mµν is antisymmetric. The Poincare subgroup of
the conformal group has just translations and rotations,10 while scale invariance includes
dilations11 but not necessarily special conformal transformations (SCTs). The finite versions
of these transformations are identical to the infinitesimal ones for translation, rotations, and
dilations, while for the SCT the finite version is
x′µ =
xµ − bµx2
1− 2bνxν + b2x2 or
x′µ
x′2
=
xµ
x2
− bµ . (1.11)
9In d = 1 any smooth function is a conformal transformation (since there are no angles in 1d), while
in d = 2 there is an infinite set of solutions that comprise the larger Virasoro group, of which the global
conformal group described here is a subgroup. For more details see [95].
10In Minkowski space, the rotations would be Lorentz transformations.
11Aka “dilatations” for those who aren’t into the whole brevity thing.
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The second formulation shows that an SCT consists of an inversion xµ → xµ/x2, a translation
by bµ, and then a second inversion.12
1.3 Conformal Algebra
For a symmetry transformation that acts on a function of position as f(x) → f ′(x′) with
infinitesimal parameter a, we define the generator G ≡ a−1(f ′(x′) − f(x)) that represents
an infinitesimal transformation at the same point x. For a finite transformation a we expo-
nentiate these generators as eaG. From the definition of the infinitesimal transformations in
(1.10), we then define the generators of the conformal algebra as
Pµ = ∂µ (translations)
Mµν = xν∂µ − xµ∂ν (rotations)
D = xµ∂µ (dilations)
Kµ = 2(xν∂
ν)xµ − x2∂µ (special conformal transformation) .
(1.12)
These generators have nonzero commutation relations:
[Mµν , Pρ] = δνρPµ − δµρPν ,
[Mµν , Kρ] = δνρKµ − δµρKν ,
[Mµν ,Mρσ] = δνρMµσ − δµρMνσ + δνσMρµ − δµσMρν ,
[Kµ, Pν ] = 2δµνD − 2Mµν ,
[D,Pµ] = Pµ ,
[D,Kµ] = −Kµ .
(1.13)
The Mµν are the familiar generators of the rotation group SO(d) in d Euclidean dimensions.
In fact, the entire conformal algebra is isomorphic to SO(d + 1, 1), i.e. the rotation group
in d + 2 dimensional Lorentzian spacetime. This isomorphism can be shown by writing the
generators as
Lµν = Mµν , L−1,0 = D , L0,µ =
Pµ +Kµ
2
, L−1,µ =
Pµ −Kµ
2
, (1.14)
so that Lab for a, b = {−1, 0, . . . , d} satisfy the same commutation relations as Mµν above
except that there are now d + 2 indices and the Euclidean metric δµν is replaced by the
12Inversion is an element of the conformal group as defined by (1.7), but it is not continuously connected
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Lorentzian metric diag(−1, 1, . . . 1). The conformal group SO(d+1, 1) must be non-compact
since it contains non-compact generators like translations and SCTs, unlike the compact
rotation group SO(d).
1.4 Representations of conformal group
Let us now see how an operator O(x) transforms under conformal symmetry. We will start
by reviewing transformations under the Poincare generators Pµ and Mµν , that apply to an
operator in any relativistic quantum field theory. We will then add scale invariance by
considering D. Finally, we consider the full conformal group by adding Kµ.
We begin with the translation generator Pµ, which we can exponentiate to e
xµPµ to
translate any operator as ex
µPµO(0)e−xµPµ = O(x). The infinitesimal version of this action
is
[Pµ,O(x)] = ∂µO(x) . (1.15)
For rotation generators Mµν , we first consider their action on O(0):
[Mµν ,Oa(0)] = (Sµν)baOb(0) , (1.16)
where a, b are indices for some irreducible representation (irrep) of SO(d), which acts on O
with the matrix Sµν that satisfies the same algebra (1.13) as Mµν . We will mostly consider
traceless symmetric representations of SO(d), whose rank ` we will refer to as the spin. For
instance, in d = 3, the rotation group is SO(3) and all bosonic irreps are trivially traceless
symmetric and labeled by integers ` with dimension 2` + 1.13 To find the action of Mµν on
O(x) = exµPµO(0)e−xµPµ starting from (1.16), we use the commutation relations (1.13) and
the Hausdorff formula
e−ABeA = B + [B,A] +
1
2!
[[B,A], A] +
1
3!
[[[B,A], A], A] . . . , (1.17)
to get
[Mµν ,Oa(x)] = ((xν∂µ − xµ∂ν)δba + (Sµν)ba)Ob(x) . (1.18)
to the identity, and so is not part of the conformal group generated by the conformal algebra. It is the latter
definition that we use to define CFTs, so inversions need not be a symmetry of CFT.
13Fermionic irreps also exist with half-integer `.
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Next, we move on to scale invariant theories by considering the action of the dilation D.
Since D commutes with Mµν , an operator O(0) in a rotation irrep defined by (1.16) can be
simultaneously diagonalized with D so that
[D,O(0)] = ∆O(0) , (1.19)
where ∆ is called the scaling dimension. The scaling dimension and spin are the two basic
quantum numbers that describe any operator in a CFT. We can find the action on O(x) just
as we did above for the Poincare group, with the result
[D,O(x)] = (xµ∂µ + ∆)O(x) . (1.20)
Finally we consider operators transforming under the full conformal group including the
generator Kµ of SCTs. From (1.13), we can compute
[D, [Pµ,O(0)]] = (∆ + 1)[Pµ,O(0)] , [D, [Kµ,O(0)]] = (∆− 1)[Kµ,O(0)] , (1.21)
so that Pµ and Kµ act as raising and lowering operators, respectively, for the scaling dimen-
sion. As we will see in the next lecture, unitary CFTs have a lower bound on ∆, so there
must exist an operator O(0)primary, called a primary, that satisfies
[Kµ,O(0)primary] = 0 . (1.22)
These primaries generate the irreducible representations of the conformal group. For any
primary operator O(0) with dimension ∆, there are an infinite tower of so-called descendent
operators with dimensions ∆+n for n ∈ N, that are obtained by acting n times on O(0) with
Pµ. For instance, O(x) = ePµxµO(0) is itself an infinite linear combination of descendent
operators, and we can compute its transformation under Kµ similar to the computations
above to get
[Kµ,O(x)] = (2(xν∂ν)xµ − x2∂µ + 2∆xµ − 2xνSµν)O(x) . (1.23)
For now on, when we talk about operators in a CFT we will always assume that they are
primary operators, unless otherwise specified. These primaries are completely described by
specifying their scaling dimension ∆ and spin `, as well as their possible representation under
11
some non-spacetime symmetry group.
In (1.15), (1.18), (1.20), and (1.23) we showed how an operator O(x) transforms under
an infinitesimal conformal transformation with conformal generator G. We can exponentiate
these commutation relations to find the action of a finite transformation U = eG. Consider
a general finite conformal transformation x → x′ that transforms the metric up to a factor
Ω2(x) as in (1.7). This transformations acts on an operator O(x)a in a representation R
with index a as
UOa(x)U−1 = Ω(x′)∆D(R(x′))baOb(x′) , ∂x
′µ
∂xν
≡ Ω(x′)Rµν(x′) , (1.24)
where Rµν(x
′) is an element of SO(d) and D(R)ba is a matrix implementing the action of
R on O. For instance, consider the finite dilation x′ = λx for constant λ acting on a scalar
operator φ(x). Applying (1.24) we get
eDφ(x)e−D = λ∆φ(λx) , (1.25)
which reduces to (1.20) if we set λ = 1 + , rescale D → D and match O() terms. We see
that the scaling dimension ∆, defined as the eigenvalue of D in (1.19), indeed corresponds
to the usual definition of how a function φ(x) transforms under rescaling x.
1.5 Correlation functions
So far we have considered the kinematics of operators in CFT. For dynamics, we should
consider correlations functions in some quantization, whose details will be unimportant in
this lecture. Correlation functions of n operators O(x)aii for i = 1, . . . , n with index ai in irrep
Ri of SO(d) must be invariant at separated points under finite conformal transformations
(1.24), which define the conformal Ward identity:
〈Oa11 (x1) . . .Oann (xn)〉 = Ω(x′1)∆1D(R1(x′))b1a1 . . .Ω(x′n)∆nD(Rn(x′))bnan〈Ob11 (x′1) . . .Obnn (x′n)〉 .
(1.26)
This immediately implies that all 1-point functions must vanish, except for the unit oper-
ator which has ∆ = 0.14 For two point functions, rotations and translations imply that
14One can also consider CFTs on non-trivial manifolds that are conformally flat, such as Sd, which preserve
a subset of the full conformal group. 1-point functions can then depend on parameters that characterize the
manifold, such as the radius of the Sd.
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〈φi(x1)φj(x2)〉 = f(|x1 − x2|), while scale invariance furthermore fixes f ∝ |x1 − x2|−∆i−∆j .
We can plug this ansatz into the Ward identity (1.26) for arbitrary conformal transformation,
which importantly also includes SCTs, which finally fixes the 2-point function to be
〈φi(x1)φj(x2)〉 = Cδij
x2∆i12
, (1.27)
where x12 ≡ |x1 − x2|, and C defines the normalization of the operators φi. For three point
functions of three different scalar operators, a similar exercise shows that
〈φi(x1)φj(x2)φj(x3)〉 =
λφiφjφk
x
∆i+∆j−∆k
12 x
∆j+∆k−∆i
23 x
∆k+∆i−∆j
31
, (1.28)
where the constant λφiφjφk is called the OPE coefficient, whose name will be justified later.
As will be shown in the problem set, we can generalize these calculations to operators with
spin. For 2-point functions of operators Oµ1...µ` in the rank-` traceless symmetric irrep of
SO(d), the operators must have the same dimension and spin, in which case we get
〈Oµ1...µ`(x1)Oν1...ν`(x2)〉 = C(`)
(
I(µ1ν1(x12) · · · Iµ`)ν`(x12)
x2∆12
− traces
)
,
Iµν ≡ δµν − 2x
µxν
x2
,
(1.29)
where we can symmetrize in either the µ’s or the ν’s, and the traces apply to the µ’s and ν’s
separately. For a 3-point function of two scalar operators φi and φj and a spin ` operator,
which is in fact the only SO(d) irrep for which the 3-point function with two other scalars
does not vanish, we get
〈φi(x1)φj(x2)Oµ1...µ`∆,` (x3)〉 =
λφiφjO∆,`(Z
µ1 · · ·Zµ` − traces)
x
∆i+∆j−∆+`
12 x
∆j+∆−∆i−`
23 x
∆+∆i−∆j−`
31
,
Zµ ≡ x
µ
13
x213
− x
µ
23
x223
.
(1.30)
The antisymmetry of each Zµ under permuting 1↔ 2 implies that
λφiφjO∆,` = (−1)`λφjφiO∆,` , (1.31)
so that the spin ` must be even when i = j. While C and C(`) in the two point functions
can be set to one by normalizing the operators, the OPE coefficients cannot be defined away
and are real physicals parameters of the CFT.
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For n-point functions in d dimensions, we can construct the following number of invari-
ants:
n ≥ d+ 1 : nd− 1
2
(d+ 1)(d+ 2) ,
n < d+ 1 :
1
2
n(n− 3) .
(1.32)
When n ≥ d + 1, the number of invariants is simply the number of points nd minus the
dimension of the conformal group SO(d+ 1, 1). If n < d+ 1, however, then we must add to
this the dimension of the nontrivial stability group SO(d+ 2−n).15 For n = 4, we find that
for any d ≥ 2 there are two invariants, called conformal cross ratios, which we can take to
be
u ≡ x
2
12x
2
34
x213x
2
24
, v ≡ x
2
23x
2
14
x213x
2
24
. (1.33)
These are manifestly invariant under dilations, translations, rotations, and inversions, and
thus SCTs as well. Conformal symmetry then fixes a 4-point function of identical scalar
operators to be
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 = g(u, v)
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
, (1.34)
where ∆φ is the dimension of the operator and g(u, v) is so far an arbitrary function. The
ordering of operators inside a correlation function does not matter in Euclidean space, so
the LHS of (1.34) is invariant under simultaneous permutations of xi, but the RHS is not
manifestly invariant. To make the RHS invariant we require the so-called crossing equations
g(u, v) = g(u/v, 1/v) , v∆φg(u, v) = u∆φg(v, u) , (1.35)
where the first constraint comes from swapping 1↔ 2 and the second from swapping 1↔ 3.
We will find that one of these constraints can be chosen to be trivially satisfied, while the
other imposes infinite non-perturbative constraints on scaling dimensions and OPE coeffi-
cients, which are the basis of the conformal bootstrap.
15To see this, let us use conformal transformations to fix two of the n points to zero and infinity, respectively,
then the remaining n−2 points define a hyperplane, and the stability group is the rotation group SO(d+2−n)
perpendicular to the hyperplane
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1.6 Problem Set 1
1. The embedding space formalism [96–101] considers the Euclidean conformal group
SO(d + 1, 1) as a d + 2 Lorentz group with coordinates Xa for a = 1, . . . , d + 2,
where Xd+2 is the time direction. The non-linear constraints of conformal invariance
in d dimensions then become the linear constraints of Lorentz invariance in d + 2
dimensions. We relate Xa to the usual xµ coordinates by considering a section of the
null lightcone X2 = 0:
xµ = Xµ , X+ ≡ Xd+2 +Xd+1 = 1 , X− ≡ Xd+2 −Xd+1 = x2 . (1.36)
For operators in the spin ` traceless symmetric irrep Oµ1...µ`(x) of SO(d), it is use-
ful to contract with ` null polarization vectors yµi with y
2 = 0 to define O(x, y) ≡
Oµ1...µ`(x)yµ1 . . . yµ` . We can recover Oµ1...µ`(x) from O(x, y) by applying the differen-
tial operators
Oµ1...µ`(x) = 1
`!(d/2− 1)`Dµ1 · · ·Dµ`O(x, y) ,
Dµi ≡
(
d
2
− 1 + y · ∂
∂y
)
∂
∂yµi
− 1
2
yµi
∂2
∂y · ∂y .
(1.37)
We can similarly define O(X, Y ) ≡ Oa1...a`(X)Yµ1 . . . Yµ` in the embedding formalism,
where now Y are d+ 2-dimensional null vectors Y 2 = 0. We can relate Y to y as
yµ = Y µ , Y + ≡ Y d+2 + Y d+1 = 0 , Y − ≡ Y d+2 − Y d+1 = 2x · y , (1.38)
so that Y ·X = 0.
(a) For scalar operators φ(X) in embedding space, the conformal ward identity (1.26)
is implemented by demanding homogeneity
φ(λX) = λ−∆φ(X) , (1.39)
for any real λ. Use d + 1 Lorentz invariance and (1.39) to derive 2 and 3-point
functions in embedding space, then recover (1.27) and (1.28) using (1.36).
(b) For 3-point functions 〈φ(x1)φ(x2)O(x3)〉, where φ are scalars and O transforms
in SO(d) irrep R, show that R must be in the traceless symmetric irrep of SO(d).
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(c) For a spin ` operator O(X, Y ) in embedding space, we impose the constraints
O(λX, αY ) = λ−∆α`O(X, Y ) , O(X, Y + βX) = O(X, Y ) , (1.40)
for any real λ, α, β. The λ constraint is the homogeneity condition (1.39), the α
constraint is by definition of the spin ` polarization vectors, and the β constraint is
a transversality condition that ensures that O(x, y) describes a symmetric trace-
less irrep of SO(d). Use (1.40) and d+ 1 Lorentz invariance to derive the 2-point
function of two spin ` operators, and the 3-point function of two scalars and a
spin ` operator, then recover (1.29) and (1.30) using (1.36) and (1.38).
2. Consider the generalization of (1.34) to a 4-point function 〈φi(x1)φj(x2)φk(x3)φl(x4)〉
of scalars φ with different scaling dimensions, so that gijkl(u, v) now depends on both
the labelling and ordering of the operators.
(a) Compute the xi-dependent prefactor of gijkl(u, v) as fixed by conformal symme-
try, up to convention dependent factors of u and v. This generalizes the factor
x
−2∆φ
12 x
−2∆φ
34 in the identical scalar case.
(b) Derive the crossing relations between the gijkl(u, v) for different permutations of
ijkl, which generalizes (1.35).
(c) Now fix i = j, and show in this case that one of the crossing relations becomes a
constraint on giikl.
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2 Conformal Symmetry II
In the previous lecture we did not need to specify what quantization we chose for the states
we used to define correlators. We will now show how a good choice of quantization will help
us derive nontrivial constraints on scaling dimensions and OPE coefficients.
2.1 Radial quantization
For any quantum theory in d dimensions, states are defined as functions of a one-dimensional
subspace, which we call the “time” direction, and for each point in this subspace we define a
different Hilbert space over the orthogonal d−1 directions, which we call a slice. Expectation
values of states in different slices are defined by connecting the different Hilbert spaces using
an evolution operator U that changes the “time” of a state. Correlation functions of operators
sandwiched between arbitrary states are then defined by “time” ordering in the usual sense,
which ensures that these functions are always finite.
It is convenient to choose the “time” direction to respect the spacetime symmetries of
the theory, so that U = eG for some generator G of the spacetime group. The Hilbert
spaces are then related by symmetry, and states are labelled by eigenvalues of G as well
as generators of symmetries that preserve each slice. For instance, in standard relativistic
QFT the “time” direction is the usual time direction, the slices live in the space directions,
and states at different times are related by the time evolution operator eiP0 , where P0 is
the Hamiltonian.16 States are then labelled by their energy-momenta P µ|k〉 = kµ|k〉, and
correlation functions are defined to be time ordered.
For a scale invariant QFT, we will find it more convenient define the “time” direction as
the radial direction r around the origin x = 0, so that slices are (d− 1)-dimensional spheres
Sd−1 around x = 0 with a given radius r. Radial evolution is then generated by the dilation
operator as eD, and correlation function are radially ordered. States |O〉 are labelled by their
eigenvalues under D as well as the SO(d) rotations that preserve each Sd−1:
D|O〉 = ∆|O〉 , Mµν |O〉 = Sµν |O〉 , (2.1)
where ∆ is the scaling dimension and Sµν implements the transformation under rotation for
a given representation R of SO(d). For instance, the vacuum |0〉 is defined to be an SO(d)
16It is conventional to put an i here so that P0 is Hermitian.
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singlet that vanishes under dilations
D|0〉 = 0 . (2.2)
A remarkable property of scale invariant theories is that local operators are in one-to-
one correspondence with states.17 For a general QFT, operators are defined at points in
spacetime while states are defined along an entire spatial slice. For scale invariant theories,
though, an entire spatial slice can be transformed using dilations to a single point, the origin,
where it can be identified with an operator at that point.
In more detail, a local operator O(0) at the origin with scaling dimension ∆ as defined
in (1.19) generates a state according to the correspondance
O(0)↔ O(0)|0〉 = |O〉 , (2.3)
which satisfies the definition (2.1) of |O〉 as
DO(0)|0〉 = [D,O(0)]|0〉+OD|0〉 = ∆O(0)|0〉 , (2.4)
where in the second equality we used (1.19) as well as the fact that D kills the vacuum.
Conversely, given a state |O〉, we can construct an operator O by defining its correlators
with all other local operators Oi as
〈0|Oi(x1)Oi(x2) . . .O(0)|0〉 = 〈0|Oi(x1)Oi(x2) . . . |O〉 . (2.5)
This is called the state-operator correspondance.
2.2 Unitarity and reflection positivity
An important aspect of a quantization scheme is how we define conjugation of operators.
For instance, in a unitary Lorentzian QFT in the standard quantization described before, all
spacetime generators G are Hermitian operators so that they generate unitary transformation
eiG that preserve the positivity of correlation functions. For a scalar Hermitian operator
17Non-local operators like Wilson lines do not have this correspondance.
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φ(0, 0) at the spacetime origin, we can transform to an arbitrary spacetime point
φ(t, ~x) = eiP0t−i~x·
~Pφ(0, 0)e−iP0t+i~x·
~P (2.6)
using the Hermitian energy-momentum generators (P0, ~P ). The LHS is now also Hermitian,
since conjugating the RHS both changes the sign of i and reverses the order of the operators.
If we now Wick rotate to Euclidean space by defining tE ≡ −it and φE(tE, ~x) ≡
φ(−itE, ~x), we find
φE(tE, ~x) = e
P0tE−i~x·~Pφ(0, 0)e−P0tE+i~x·
~P . (2.7)
The Euclidean scalar operator only remains invariant under conjugation if we define
φE(tE, ~x)
† = φE(−tE, ~x) . (2.8)
The generalization to operators with spin ` is
Oµ1...µ`E (tE, ~x)† = Θµ1ν1 · · ·Θµ`ν`Oν1...ν`E (−tE, ~x) , (2.9)
where Θµν = δ
µ
ν − 2δµ0δ0ν is a reflection in the Euclidean time direction. We thus see
that unitarity in Lorentzian space corresponds under Wick rotation to a reality condition
that includes flipping the sign of the tE direction in Euclidean space, which we refer to
as reflection positivity or unitarity interchangeabley. Conversely, the Osterwalder-Schrader
theorem states that a reflection positive Euclidean QFT can be analytically continued to a
unitary Lorentzian QFT under mild assumptions [102].
One important implication of unitarity for a CFT is that the OPE coefficients λφiφjO∆,`
of two real scalars φi and φj and a real spin ` operator O∆,` is real. This is easiest to see
in Lorentzian signature where real operators are just Hermitian. We can then consider the
three operators at spacelike separated x2ij > 0 so that they commute, in which case
〈0|φi(x1)φj(x2)Oµ1...µ`∆,` (x3)|0〉† = 〈0|φi(x1)φj(x2)Oµ1...µ`∆,` (x3)|0〉 , (2.10)
which implies that λφiφjO∆,` in (1.30) must be real.
We will also find it useful to consider unitarity in radial quantization. We can relate
radial quantization to the conventional Euclidean time quantization considered above by
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Weyl rescaling Rd to R× Sd−1 as
ds2Rd = dr
2 + r2ds2Sd−1
= r2
(
dr2
r2
+ ds2Sd−1
)
= e2τ (dτ 2 + ds2Sd−1) = e
2τds2R×Sd−1 ,
(2.11)
where r = eτ . Dilations r → λr on Rd are thus identified with time shifts τ → τ + log λ on
R× Sd−1. Under a general Weyl rescaling Ω, correlators in a CFT on a space with metric g
transform as18
〈Oi1(x1) . . .Oin(xn)〉g =
1
Ω(x1)∆1
· · · 1
Ω(xn)∆n
〈Oi1(x1) . . .Oin(xn)〉Ω2g . (2.12)
We then define cylinder operators
O(τ, ~n) ≡ e∆τO(x = eτ~n) , (2.13)
where ~n is a unit vector on Sd−1, so that correlation functions of cylinder operators are
equivalent to those of flat space operators without the extra factors in (2.12). In sum,
radial quantization of operators on Rd becomes Euclidean time quantization of cylinder
operators on R × Sd−1. The standard Euclidean conjugation for scalar cylinder operators
φ(τ, ~n)† = φ(−τ, ~n) then corresponds according to (2.13) to conjugation of scalar flat space
operators in radial quantization as
φ(x)† = x−2∆φ
(
xµ
x2
)
, (2.14)
where the RHS is just the action of an inversion on an operator as defined for a general
conformal transformation in (1.24), and an analogous formula holds for operators with spin.
This implies that conjugation in radial quantization acts as an inversion. Recall that SCTs
were defined in (1.11) as a translation sandwiched between two inversions, which implies
that the infinitesimal generators are conjugate by inversion. In radial quantization, we then
find that
P †µ = Kµ . (2.15)
18This remains true even in even dimensions where Weyl anomalies can occur.
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2.3 Unitarity bounds
We will now use the relation P †µ = Kµ that holds in radial quantization to derive bounds on
scaling dimensions in CFTs from unitarity [103–105]. Consider an operator Oa normalized
as
〈Ob|Oa〉 = δab , (2.16)
in a nontrivial irrep RO of SO(d) that acts on Oa with matrix (Sµν)ba as in (1.16). We now
compute the positive definite norm |P |Oa〉|2 as
0 ≤ (Pν |Ob〉)(Pµ|Oa〉)†
= 〈Oa|KµPν |Ob〉
= 〈Oa|[KµPν ]|Ob〉
= 2∆δµνδa
b − 2(Sµν)ab ,
(2.17)
where in the first equation we used (2.15), in the second we used the fact that Kµ kills
primaries, and in the third the conformal algebra (1.13), the normalization (2.16), and the
action of Mµν and D on Oa as in (1.16) and (1.19). This result implies that
∆ ≥ max-eigenvalue((Sµν)ab) . (2.18)
To find the eigenvalues of (Sµν)a
b we write it as
(Sµν)a
b =
1
2
(Lαβ)µν(Sαβ)a
b , (Lαβ)µν ≡ δαµδβν − δαν δβµ , (2.19)
where (Lαβ)µν is the generator of rotations in the vector irrep V1 of SO(d). We can then use
the standard trick to write LASA, where A = [α, β] is an adjoint index of SO(d), as
LASA =
1
2
(
(L+ S)2 − L2 − S2) , (2.20)
where −L2, −S2, and −(S + L)2 are quadratic Casimirs 19 of the V1, R and tensor product
V1 ⊗ R irreps of SO(d), respectively. We now restrict R = V` to rank ` traceless symmetric
19These have the opposite sign of the usual Casimirs because our generators differ from the standard one
by a factor of i.
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irreps V` of SO(d), which have Casimir
Cas(V`) = `(`+ d− 2) . (2.21)
We are interested in the maximal eigenvalue of LASA, so we want the irrep in V1 ⊗ V` with
minimal eigenvalue, which is V`−1. Putting everything together we get
∆ ≥ 1
2
(−Cas(V`−1) + Cas(V1) + Cas(V`))
= `+ d− 2 for ` > 0 .
(2.22)
Note that this bound does not hold for ` = 0, because in that case the tensor product
V1 ⊗ V0 = V1 so we must replace Cas(V`−1) in (2.22) by Cas(V1), which gives the bound
∆ ≥ 0 that is weaker for d > 2. To get a stronger bound for d > 2 we demand the positivity
of the next descendent norm |P 2|O〉|2, which for scalar operators gives
∆ ≥ d− 2
2
for ` = 0 ,
∆ = 0 for identity operator ,
(2.23)
as will be shown in the problem set. No further constraints can be derived by demanding
positivity of descendents at higher levels.
2.4 Conserved currents
When the unitarity bounds are saturated, this implies that the norm of the relevant descen-
dent vanishes, so we call it a null state. For instance, an ` = 0 state |O〉 with ∆ = d−2
2
saturates (2.23), which implies that
P 2|O〉 = 0 . (2.24)
In operator language, this shows that O satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation ∂2O = 0, and
so must be part of a free theory. Note that the Klein-Gordon equations appears without
having to think of it as an equation of motion of a Lagrangian.20
For a spin ` operator Oµ1...µ` with ∆ = `+ d− 2 that saturates (2.22), we have the null
20A similar argument applies to fermionic operators that satisfy their unitarity bound and therefore satisfy
the Dirac equation for a free theory of fermions.
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state
Pµ1|Oµ1...µ`〉 = 0 . (2.25)
In operator language, this shows that Oµ1...µ` is conserved ∂µ1Oµ1...µ` = 0. We see that a
conserved current with spin ` > 0 is defined in a non-Lagrangian language by saturation of
the unitarity bound. For instance, Jµ ≡ Oµ with ∆J = d − 1 is a conserved current for a
global symmetry, T µν ≡ Oµν with ∆T = d is a the conserved stress tensor, while higher spin
conserved currents in d > 2 can only exist in a free theory.
If a CFT has a stress tensor operator, then we call it a local CFT. In that case we can
define the infinitesimal generators of the conformal group as
Q = −
∫
Σ
dSµ
Q
ν (x)T
µν(x) , (2.26)
where  ≡ ν∂ν are the solutions of the conformal Killing equation (1.10) for each gener-
ator Q (1.12) that satisfy the conformal algebra (1.13), and the integral is the same for
any Σ that surrounds the origin. For instance, for dilations Dν = xν , so we can define
D = − ∫
Σ
dSµxνT
µν(x). As shown in the problem set, we can then apply this formula to
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)Tµν(x3)〉 for scalars φ to derive [106]
λφφT = − d∆φ
(d− 1)Sd , Sd ≡
2pid/2
Γ(d/2)
, (2.27)
where Sd is the volume of the d-dimensional sphere. The canonical normalization of T
µν in
(2.26) implies that the 2-point function coefficient in (1.29) is
C
(2)
stress =
cT
S2d
, (2.28)
where cT is a theory dependent constant called the central charge. If we want all our operators
to have unit normalized 2-point functions, which is the standard convention in the bootstrap
literature, then we define the unit normalized Od,2 ≡ T Sd√cT , so that (2.27) becomes
λφφOd,2 = −
d∆φ
(d− 1)√cT . (2.29)
Note that the abstract properties that define a CFT, such as classification of operators
as primaries and descendents, unitarity bounds, or the constraints on correlation functions,
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only required generators that satisfy the conformal algebra (1.13), and did not require that
those generators be defined as an integral of the stress tensor. We can thus consistently define
non-local CFTs that do not contain a stress tensor. An important example are generalized
free field theories (GFFTs), whose n-point functions can be computed in terms of 2-point
function using Wick contractions like free theories, but we allow the scaling dimension of the
lowest non-identity scalar operator φ to be ∆φ >
d−2
2
instead of ∆ = d−2
2
as in a free theory.
Composite operators in this theory are defined as
O∆,` ≡ φ∂2n∂µ1 . . . ∂µ`φ ∆ = 2∆φ + 2n+ ` , (2.30)
which excludes the stress tensor for ∆φ >
d−2
2
.
2.5 Operator product expansion
The final application of radial quantization in a CFT that we will discuss is a method of
writing n-point correlators in terms of lower point correlators, which again will apply equally
well to local and non-local CFTs. Consider two operators Oai (x1) and Obj(x2), where a and b
are indices for possibly different irreps of SO(d), inserted inside a sphere S, which generate
a state Oai (x1)Obj(x2)|0〉 = |Ψab〉 on the surface of S. By the state-operator correspondence
we know that all states correspond to operators, which in a CFT must be primaries or
descendents. We can thus write |Ψab〉 as some infinite sum of primaries and descendents,
which yields
Oai (x1)Obj(x2) =
∑
k
Cabijkc(x12, ∂2)Ock(x2) , (2.31)
where the derivatives in Cabijkc(x12, ∂2) create all the descendents when acting on the primary
Ock(x2), and this equation is valid in any correlation function provided that the other opera-
tors are outside S. This operator equation is called the Operator Product Expansion (OPE).
Note that a similar expansion exists in any QFT, but for a general QFT the expansion only
holds asymptotically in the small x12 limit. The novelty of CFT is that the OPE is a conver-
gent expansion that holds for finite x12, which is because the state-operator correspondence
allowed use to write the operators in S as states on the boundary of S, and it is a general
theorem that any state in a Hilbert space can be written as a convergent sum of other states
in the Hilbert space.
Let us apply the OPE to a three point function of two scalars φi and φj and a spin `
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operators to get
〈φi(x1)φj(x2)Oµ1...µ`∆,` (x3)〉 = Cν1...ν`ij (x12, ∂2)〈O∆,`ν1...ν`(x2)Oµ1...µ`∆,` (x3)〉 , (2.32)
where we assume |x23| ≥ |x12| so that the OPE is valid, and we chose an orthonormal basis
of operators as in (1.29) with unit normalizations C(`) = 1, so that only a single operator
appears on the RHS. Using the equation (1.30) for this 3-point function as fixed by conformal
invariance, we find
λφiφjO∆,`(Z
µ1 · · ·Zµ` − traces)
x
∆i+∆j−∆+`
12 x
∆j+∆−∆i−`
23 x
∆+∆i−∆j−`
31
= Cν1...ν`ij (x12, ∂2)
(
I(µ1ν1(x12) · · · Iµ`)ν`(x12)
x2∆23
− traces
)
,
(2.33)
so we see that Cµ1...µ`ij (x12, ∂2) is proportional the OPE coefficient λφiφjO∆,` , which justifies
its name. The functional dependence of Cµ1...µ`ij (x12, ∂2) can then be completely fixed by
conformal invariance in terms of the scaling dimensions by expanding each side.
The OPE can be used to recursively define any n-point function in terms of one point
functions, scaling dimensions of operators that appear in each OPE, and n − 2 OPE co-
efficients. Recall that 〈O〉 = 0 unless O is the unit operator, so we see that all n-point
functions, and thus all local physical data in a CFT,21 are completely fixed in terms of the
scaling dimensions and OPE coefficients of the theory, which we call the CFT data. For
instance, for a 4-point function of identical real scalar operators φ we can take the OPE
twice in the 12 and 34 channels to get
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 = 1
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
∑
∆,`
λ2φφO∆,`g∆,`(u, v) , (2.34)
where convergence of the OPE requires that x12 be small enough that we can draw a sphere
separating x1, x2 from x3, x4, and the sum runs over all primary operators that appear in the
OPE φ× φ with dimensions ∆ and spin `, where as shown before only traceless symmetric
irreps of SO(d) with even spin ` can appear in a 3-point function with two identical scalars.
The sum over the descendents of each primary are called conformal blocks g∆,`(u, v), which
are defined from the OPE to be
g∆,`(u, v) ≡ x2∆φ12 x2∆φ34
Cµ1...µ`(x12, ∂2)Cν1...ν`(x34, ∂4)I
µ1...µ`ν1...ν`(x24)
λ2φφO∆,`x
2∆
24
, (2.35)
21This excludes non-local physical quantities like partition functions and Wilson loops.
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where I is defined in (1.29), and we divided by the OPE coefficients because the C(x, ∂) are
proportional to them. It is not obvious from the definition here that the conformal blocks are
functions of conformal cross ratios u, v, but we already know this is required from conformal
invariance of the 4-point function (1.34), where we identify
g(u, v) =
∑
∆,`
λ2φφO∆,`g∆,`(u, v) . (2.36)
We could have also taken the OPE in other channels, which leads to the crossing equations
given in (1.35) for g(u, v). We now see that these crossing equations give a whole function of
constraints on the OPE coefficients and scaling dimensions that appear in the OPE φ × φ.
To study these constraints we need explicit functions for the conformal blocks, which will be
the subject of the next lecture.
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2.6 Problem Set 2
1. Derive the unitarity bound (2.23) for a spin ` = 0 operator φ by demanding positivity
of the norm |P 2φ〉.
2. Use (1.29), (1.30), and (2.26) for Q = D to derive the relation (2.27) between the
canonically normalized stress tensor T and the OPE coefficient λφφT of two scalars φ
with T .
3. Consider a free theory in d > 2 dimensions with scalar operator φ(x) with ∆φ =
d−2
2
and normalized as
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)〉 = 1|x12|d−2 , (2.37)
as well as the canonically normalized stress tensor Tµν with C
(`) = cT/S
2
d in (1.29).
(a) Compute cT by writing Tµν in terms of φ and computing the 2-point function
〈TT 〉 using Wick contractions.
(b) Now redefine Od,2 ≡ T Sd√cT such that cT appears in 〈φ(x1)φ(x2)Od,2(x3)〉 as in
(2.29), then compute this 3-point function using Wick contractions and see that
you get the same value of cT as before.
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3 Conformal blocks
In this lecture we will discuss how to compute conformal blocks,22 that capture the contri-
bution of descendent operators to a 4-point function. We begin by considering the definition
of the conformal blocks g∆,`(u, v) in the first line of (2.35), which was derived in the previous
lecture by taking the OPE twice and thereby expressing the blocks in terms of the functions
Cµ1...µ`(x, ∂) that appear in the OPE (2.31) applied to two scalars operators. As shown in
(2.33), these Cµ1...µ`(x, ∂) can be computed by comparing to the three point function, from
which we find
Cµ1...µ`(x, ∂) ∼
x→0
λφφO∆,`
xµ1 · · ·xµ`
x2∆φ−∆+`
, (3.1)
for x = x12, x34, where the x12, x34 → 0 limit corresponds to u → 0 and v → 1 as we see
from (1.33). We then plug into (2.35) and contract the tensors to get 23
g∆,`(u, v) = (−2)−`u∆−`2 (1− v)` + . . . . (3.2)
where note that to leading order the block does not depend on the spacetime dimension
d. Computing higher order corrections is very inefficient using this definition of the block.
Instead, we can expand the 4-point function in a complete set of states to get
∑
∆,`
∑
m,s
〈0|φ(x1)φ(x2)|∆ +m, s〉〈∆ +m, s|φ(x3)φ(x4)|0〉
〈∆ +m, s|∆ +m, s〉 , (3.3)
where ∆, ` denote the primaries that can appear in these 3-point functions, and m, s denotes
the descendent states P µ1 · · ·P µm |∆, `〉 with allowed spins
s = {max(0, `−m), . . . , `+m} . (3.4)
Comparing to (2.34), we see that the conformal blocks are then defined as
g∆,`(u, v) = x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
∑
m,s
〈0|φ(x1)φ(x2)|∆ +m, s〉〈∆ +m, s|φ(x3)φ(x4)|0〉
λ2φφO∆,`〈∆ +m, s|∆ +m, s〉
, (3.5)
22Our discussion follows the original work [107], see [108] for a different approach.
23The blocks are normalized here so that the OPE coefficients are the same in the 4-point function (2.34)
as in the 3-point function (1.30).
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where we divided by the OPE coefficients to cancel those factors that appear implicitly in
the numerator. This formulation in terms of three point functions of two identical scalars
and a spin ` operator shows that the blocks satisfy
g∆,`(u, v) = (−1)`g∆,`(u/v, 1/v) , (3.6)
so the first crossing equation g(u, v) = g(u/v, 1/v) in (1.35), which came from swapping
1 ↔ 2, is trivially satisfied by each block separately in the 4-point function as long as `
is even. Equivalently, this 4-point function crossing equations is satisfied since the 3-point
function 〈0|φ(x1)φ(x2)|∆ +m, s〉 itself is already invariant under swapping the two identical
scalars as long as the spin is even. In the rest of this lecture, we will use various methods to
compute the blocks from this definition.
3.1 Conformal Casimir
For many groups, the most efficient way to derive explicit expressions for their irreps in a
given basis is using the quadratic Casimir, which was done for the conformal group in [107].
Recall that the conformal group is isomorphic to SO(d + 1, 1) with generators Lab given in
(1.14) with a, b = 0, 1, . . . d. The quadratic Casimir is then defined as
C = −1
2
LabLab , (3.7)
where the minus sign is because we defined our generators to be anti-Hermitian, so they
differ from the usual convention by a factor of i. By definition the quadratic Casimir has the
same eigenvalue on every state in an irrep. Using the conformal algebra (1.13), we derive
C|O〉 = c∆,`|O〉 , c∆,` = ∆(∆− d) + `(`+ d− 2) . (3.8)
The 4-point function is fixed by conformal invariance in terms of two points, so we consider
C acting on two operators in the 4-point function. A useful identity is
Labφ1(x1)φ2(x2)|0〉 =([Lab, φ1(x1)]φ2(x2) + φ1(x1)[Lab, φ2(x2)])|0〉
=(Lab,1 + Lab,2)φ1(x1)φ2(x2)|0〉 ,
(3.9)
where the second equality is because C has the same eigenvalue acting on the left or right of
an operator, and Labi (x, ∂) is defined by the differential presentation (1.12) of the conformal
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x1 x3 x4 →∞
x2
z
1
Figure 1: This figure was adapted from [109].
generators acting on the ith coordinate. Using this identity twice on the definition (3.5) of
the conformal block in terms of a sum over descendents, we find[
−1
2
(Lab1 + Lab2 )(Lab,1 + Lab,2)− c∆,`
]
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34 g∆,`(u, v) = 0 , (3.10)
where we used the fact that the quadratic Casimir acts the same on all operators in a confor-
mal multiplet. After moving the differential operator through the xi-dependent prefactors
we find that the conformal block satisfies the differential equation
Dg∆,`(u, v) = c∆,`g∆,`(u, v) ,
D ≡ (1− u− v)∂vv∂v + u∂u(2u∂u − d)− (1 + u− v) (u∂u + v∂v) (u∂u + v∂v) ,
(3.11)
where note that ∆φ does not appear, which is a special feature of 4-point functions of identical
operators. This differential equation can be solved exactly in any even dimension using the
initial condition (3.2).
To solve this differential equation it is useful to introduce the variables z and z¯ that are
defined in terms of the four points xi using the following conformal transformations:
1. Use an SCT consisting of a translation xi → xi − x4 conjugated by inversions to fix
x4 →∞.
2. Translate xi → xi − x1 to fix x1 = (0, 0,~0), where ~0 is a (d− 2)-dimensional vector.
3. Rotate xi → Rijxj with R such that x3 = (|x3|, 0,~0).
4. Dilate xi → xi/|x3| so that x3 = (1, 0,~0).
5. Rotate xi → R′ijxj with R′ that preserves (1, 0,~0) but fixes x2 = (a, b,~0) such that
a2 + b2 = x22.
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At this point we cannot use any more conformal transformation to fix the points, and we
define z = a + ib and z¯ = a − ib.24 In Figure 1 we show this conformal frame, which in
general is defined as a choice of xi that exhausts the constraints from conformal symmetry,
and so can be thought of as gauge fixing the conformal symmetry. We can then relate z and
z¯ to u and v using the definition (1.33) to get
u = zz¯ , v = (1− z)(1− z¯) . (3.12)
We can now solve (3.11) in terms of z and z¯ exactly in any even dimension using the
initial condition (3.2). For instance, in d = 2, 4 one finds
2d : g∆,`(z, z¯) =
(−2)−`
1 + δ`,0
(k∆+`(z)k∆−`(z¯) + k∆−`(z)k∆+`(z¯)) ,
4d : g∆,`(z, z¯) = (−2)−` zz¯
z − z¯ (k∆+`(z)k∆−`−2(z¯)− k∆−`−2(z)k∆+`(z¯)) ,
kβ(x) ≡ xβ/22F1
(
β
2
,
β
2
, β, x
)
.
(3.13)
One can check that these blocks are invariant under the crossing g∆,`(u, v) = g∆,`(u/v, 1/v)
when ` is even, as discussed before.
In odd dimensions no such exact solution exists, so we must look for a series solution of
the conformal Casimir equation (3.11) in terms of a convenient expansion parameter.
3.2 Radial expansion
We will now discuss a series solution to (3.11) following [109] that takes the form of an
expansion in large ∆ and that works for any d. This expansion is naturally written in the
conformal frame depicted in Figure 2, where the complex coordinate ρ is related to complex
z in (3.12) as
ρ =
z
(1−√1− z)2 or z =
4ρ
(1 + ρ)2
, (3.14)
and we define r ≡ |ρ| and η ≡ ~n · ~n′ where the unit vectors ~n, ~n′ are in the directions of
x2, x3, respectively. Recall that the OPEs φ(x1) × φ(x2) and φ(x3) × φ(x4) that define the
conformal block converge if x12 is chosen so that we can draw a sphere separating x1, x2 from
24This derivation was performed in Euclidean signature, for which we see that z and z¯ are complex variables
satisfying z¯ = z†. If we analytically continue to Lorentzian signature using x0i → ix0i , then z and z¯ become
independent real variables.
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x1 = −ρ
x2 = ρ
x3 = 1x4 = −1
Figure 2: This figure was adapted from [109].
x3, x4, which corresponds to r < 1 in this conformal frame.
Consider radial quantization in this conformal frame on the cylinder, as described in
Section 2.2. The conformal blocks as defined in (3.5) then take the form
g∆,`(u, v) = 2
∆φ
∑
m,s
〈0|φ(r, ~n)φ(r,−~n)|∆ +m, s〉〈∆ +m, s|φ(1, ~n′)φ(1,−~n′)|0〉
λ2φφO∆,`〈∆ +m, s|∆ +m, s〉
,
= 2∆φ
∑
m,s
r∆+m
〈0|φ(1, ~n)φ(1,−~n)|∆ +m, s〉〈∆ +m, s|φ(1, ~n′)φ(1,−~n′)|0〉
λ2φφO∆,`〈∆ +m, s|∆ +m, s〉
,
(3.15)
where in the second line we used the evolution operator rD on the cylinder to equate the
radii of the operators, and note that these expressions are ∆φ-independent due to cancellation
between the 2∆φ prefactor and the ∆φ-dependence of the 3-point functions. By rotational
invariance we can write each spin s 3-point function as
〈0|φ(1, ~n)φ(1,−~n)|∆ +m, s〉µ1...µs ∝ nµ1 · · ·nµs − traces . (3.16)
The contraction of two traceless symmetric tensors in the directions ~n, ~n′ is a Gegenbauer
polynomial C
d−2
2
s (η), which is the generalization of zonal spherical harmonics beyond d = 3,
in which case they are the familiar Legendre polynomials. The conformal block can thus be
written as a sum
g∆,`(u, v) =
∞∑
m=0
r∆+m
∑
s
Bs,m(∆, `, d)C
d−2
2
s (η) , (3.17)
where Bs,m(∆, `, d) are coefficients that can be fixed using the conformal Casimir. For
instance, we can fix the leading term B`,0(∆, `, d) by comparing with (3.2) using (3.14) and
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(3.12), from which we find
B`,0(∆, `, d) =
4∆`!
(−2)`(d/2− 1)` . (3.18)
It is inefficient to compute all the Bs,m(∆, `, d) this way, so we will introduce a better method
in the next section.
3.3 Zamolodchikov recursion relations
An efficient way of computing the series expansion in (3.17) when d is not an even number is
a using a recursion relation originally developed for Virasoro blocks in 2d by Zamolodchikov
[110, 111], and then adapted to global conformal blocks in [17, 112]. We start by observing
that when the scaling dimension ∆ of a conformal primary O∆,` is at or below the unitarity
bound, then there exist certain descendents PmO∆,` for m ∈ BI that become primaries for
certain values ∆I,m and `I,m, which implies that their norm must vanish. From the definition
of g∆,` as a sum of descendents in (3.5), we see that the block develops a pole at ∆I,m because
the norm of the descendent vanishes. The descendents of PmO∆I,m,`I,m also have zero norm
and in fact form a sub-representation of the now reducible conformal multiplet, and so the
residue of this pole must be proportional to another conformal block g∆I,m+m,`I,m . Since
poles in ∆ determine g∆,` up to an an entire function of ∆, we can then write the recursion
formula
g∆,`(r, η) = g∞,`(∆, r, η) +
∑
I
∑
m∈BI
cI,m
∆−∆I,m g∆I,m+m,`I,m(r, η) , (3.19)
where the ∆→∞ term g∞,`(∆, r, η) is an entire function of ∆. Recall from (3.17) and (3.18)
that the blocks have an essential singularity of the form (4r)∆ as ∆ → ∞, which we can
strip off to define the meromorphic function of ∆:
h∆,`(r, η) ≡ (4r)−∆g∆,`(r, η) ,
h∆,`(r, η) = h∞,`(r, η) +
∑
I
∑
m∈BI
cI,m
∆−∆I,m (4r)
mh∆I,m+m,`I,m(r, η) ,
(3.20)
where h∞,`(r, η) is no longer a function of ∆ and the recursion formula is now an expansion
in r. We can compute h∞,`(r, η) by writing the Casimir equations (3.11) in terms of r and η,
replacing g∆,`(r, η) by h∆,`(r, η), and then expanding to leading order in ∆, to get a simple
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I m ∈ BI ∆I,m `I,m
1 2, 4, 6, . . . 1− `−m `+m
2 2, 4, . . . ` `+ d− 1−m `−m
3 2, 4, 6, . . . (d−m)/2 `
Table 2: Positions of the poles ∆I,m in g∆,`, shifts of the residue conformal blocks g∆I,m+m,`I,m ,
and range BI of possible values of m for each I = 1, 2, 3.
differential equation
∂rh∞,`(r, η) =
4η(r2 − 1)2 − 4η2r((1− d)r2 + 1)− (r3 + r)(d(r2 + 1)− 4)
(r2 − 1)((r2 + 1)2 − 4η2r2) h∞,`(r, η) .
(3.21)
We then solve this using the initial condition (3.18) to get
h∞,`(r, η) =
`!C
d−2
2
` (η)
(−2)`(d/2− 1)`(1− r2) d−22
√
(1 + r2)2 − 4r2η2
. (3.22)
Next, we can find the null descendents PmO∆I,m,`I,m by looking at sub-leading in r terms
in the Casimir equations with the ansatz (3.20). We find three families of null descendents
labelled by I = 1, 2, 3. The first family of descendents has the maximal value `m,1 = `+m of
the possible spins (3.4), which implies that m ∈ B1 must be even since the spin must be even.
These descendents become null when ∆m,1 = 1− `−m. The second family has the minimal
value of spin `m,2 = ` − m in (3.4), which implies that m ∈ B2 are even and m ≤ ` since
the spin is positive and even. These descendents become null when ∆m,2 = ` + d − 1 −m.
Finally, the third family has the same spin `m,3 = ` as the primary, which means that we
must act on the primary with an even number of P µ’s, so m ∈ B3 must be even. These
descendents become null when ∆m,3 = (d−m)/2. This information is summarized in Table
2. Note that all these poles are below the unitarity bound except when ` = 0, where the
pole ∆3,2 =
d−2
2
appears.
The coefficients cI,m of each family of descendents can be computed by taking the residues
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of (3.15) at ∆I,m for each descendent m, for which we find
c1,m = −m(−2)
m
(m!)2
(
1−m
2
)2
m
,
c2,m = − m`!(d/2 + `)−m(d/2 + `− 1)−m
(−2)m(m!)2(`−m)!(d− 2 + `)−m
(
1−m
2
)2
m
,
c3,m =
−m(−1)m2 ((d−m)/2− 1)m
2((m/2)!)2((d−m)/2 + `− 1)m((d−m)/2 + `)m
(
(d−m)/2 + `
2
)4
m
2
.
(3.23)
Now that we have defined all the ingredients, we can expand h∞,`(r, η) to a desired order
in r and η and restrict the ranges BI to that order, so that the recursion formula (3.20) will
give h∆,`(r, η) as polynomials in r and η that converges for r < 1 and arbitrary −1 ≤ η ≤ 1.
Finally, we can multiply by (4r)∆ to get the block g∆,`(r, η).
25 For example, let us work out
h∆,0(r, η) in d = 3 to order r
4. We find
h∆,0(r, η) =1 + r
2 ∆ (∆ (4η
2 − 1)− 2η2 + 1)
2(∆ + 1)(∆− 1
2
)
+
r4
8(∆ + 1)(∆ + 3)(∆− 1
2
)(∆ + 1
2
)
×
[
48∆4η4 − 40∆4η2 + 7∆4 + 96∆3η4 − 76∆3η2 + 15∆3 − 12∆2η4
+ 20∆2η2 − 7∆2 − 24∆η4 + 24∆η2 − 3∆
]
+O(r6) .
(3.24)
To this order we find the poles
∆1,2 = −1 , ∆1,4 = −3 , ∆3,2 = 1
2
, ∆3,4 = −1
2
, (3.25)
where note that the I = 2 family of poles does not appear since ` = 0. In the next lecture,
we will use these blocks to formulate the numerical bootstrap algorithm.
25Note that when d is even, the coefficients (3.23) develop poles and the expansion in single poles that we
assumed here does not apply. Thankfully, in the even d case we have exact expressions for the blocks (3.13),
so we can find their large ∆ expansion by simply expanding these formulae.
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3.4 Problem Set 3
1. Use the Zamolodchikov recursion relation to compute the stress tensor block gd,2(r, η)
to O(r10) in d = 2.00001 and d = 3.99999, and show that your answers match the
exact formulae (3.13) up to a small error. This demonstrates that if you want to avoid
double poles in even dimensions, then for numerical purposes it is sufficient to use the
Zamolodchikov recursion formula for d close to an even dimension.
2. In d = 3, compute g∆,`(r, η) to order O(r
20) for ` = 0, 1, 2 and arbitrary ∆. Show that
to this order all the coefficients Bs,m(∆, `, d) in (3.17) have the same sign as the lowest
term B0,0(∆, `, d) as long each ∆ obey its unitarity bound.
Hints: First expand h˜`(r, η) to order O(r
20), so that h∆,`(r, η) will be a polynomial in
r and η that can be expressed as a 2× 2 matrix of coefficients of r and η. Each step in
the Zamolodchikov recursion relations, such as multiplying by a power of r, can then
be implemented as a matrix transformation, which is more efficient than multiplying
polynomials. Make sure that at each recursive step you only use a range BI and h˜`(r, η)
expanded to the order in r necessary to maintain O(r20) at this step.
3. Consider a free theory in d > 2 dimension with scalar operator φ(x), where ∆φ =
d−2
2
and we normalize its 2-point function to be (2.37). Compute the 4-point function
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 using Wick contractions and expand in conformal blocks to
order r3 to read off the OPE coefficients squared that you find to this order. Confirm
that λ2φφT is related by (2.27) to cT , as computed in the previous problem set.
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4 Conformal bootstrap basics
We now have all the ingredients to start bootstrapping a 4-point function of identical scalars.
The 4-point function is expanded in conformal blocks as
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 = 1
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
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∑
∆,`
λ2φφO∆,`g∆,`(u, v) , (4.1)
which has the following properties:
• The sum runs runs over primary operators O∆,` with dimension ∆ and spin ` that
appear in the OPE φ × φ, and so must have even spin ` and include the identity
operator O0,0, and for a local CFT also the stress tensor Od,2.
• All the O∆,` except O0,0 obey the unitarity bounds
∆ ≥ d− 2 + ` for ` > 0 , ∆ ≥ d− 2
2
for ` = 0 . (4.2)
• We can choose a real orthonormal basis for the operators such that OPE coefficients
λφφO∆,` are required to be real by unitarity, so that λ
2
φφO∆,` ≥ 0. The identity OPE
coefficient is normalized so that λφφO0,0 = 1.
• The blocks have the following simple ∆ dependence:
g∆,`(r, η) = (4r)
∆
∞∑
m=0
rm
∑
n
fm,n(η)
∆−∆m,n , (4.3)
where the positions of the poles ∆m,n and the coefficients fm,n(η) can be computed
recursively as in section 3.3.
• The four point function satisfies the crossing relations
g(u, v) = g(u/v, 1/v) , g(u, v) = (v/u)∆φg(v, u) , (4.4)
where the first equation is trivially satisfied by each block and the second imposes
infinite constraints on the infinite ∆ and λφφO∆,` in (4.1).
We will now use these properties to formulate a numerical algorithm to bound scaling di-
mensions and OPE coefficients of O∆,` from the second constraint in (4.1), following the
original work [90].
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4.1 Bootstrap algorithms
We begin by writing the second crossing equation in (4.4) as applied to the block expansion
(4.1) as ∑
∆,`
λ2φφO∆,`F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v) = 0 , F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v) ≡ v∆φg∆,`(u, v)− u∆φg∆,`(v, u) . (4.5)
We can think of F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v) as infinite-dimensional vectors, labeled by ∆, `, in the vector-
space u, v, so that (4.5) imposes that an infinite sum of vectors with positive coefficients
must equal zero. Consider a functional α on this vector space. We can use α to bound
scaling dimensions ∆ by the following algorithm:
Scaling dimension bound:
1. Normalize α such that α[F
∆φ
0,0 (u, v)] = 1.
2. Assume that the scaling dimensions ∆` of all spin ` operators in φ×φ except O0,0 obey
lower bounds ∆` ≥ ∆B` . The unitarity bound (4.2) provides a minimal choice.
3. Search for α that satisfies α[F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v)] ≥ 0 for all O∆,` except O0,0.
4. If such α exists, then by positivity of λ2φφO∆,` we have
α
[∑
∆,`
λ2φφO∆,`F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v)
]
> 0 , (4.6)
which contradicts α acting on (4.5), so our assumptions ∆ ≥ ∆B` must be false.26 If
we cannot find such an α, then we conclude nothing.
For instance, we can set the lower bounds ∆B` to their unitarity values for all ` except a
certain `G, then by varying ∆B`G and ∆φ this algorithm can be used to find an upper bound
on ∆B`G , i.e. the scaling dimension of the lowest dimension operator with spin `
G, as a
function of ∆φ.
Without further assumptions we cannot do better than upper bonds on scaling dimen-
sions. If we furthermore assume that only a few operators have dimensions below a certain
bound, which must necessarily be above the unitarity bound, then we can get both upper
26Note that the normalization α[F
∆φ
0,0 (u, v)] = 1 is equivalent to α[F
∆φ
0,0 (u, v)] > 0 for this algorithm, since
we can rescale (4.6) by any positive factor.
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and lower bounds. Consider adding the additional constraint on α to the algorithm above:
Gap assumption: α[F
∆φ
∆I ,`G
(u, v)] ≥ 0 for ∆I`G < ∆B`G , (4.7)
for some spin `G and dimension ∆I`G . Only specific values of ∆
I
`G correspond to a physical
CFT, so as we vary ∆I`G for a given ∆φ we expect to find α’s that satisfy the conditions
of the algorithm, and thus correspond to disallowed points in the space of (∆I`G ,∆φ), for
everywhere except some region that contains the physical values of ∆I`G . For instance, we
could assume that there only exists one relevant scalar in φ × φ, for which we would set
`G = 0, ∆B0 = d, and then vary ∆
I
0 in the range
d−2
2
≤ ∆I0 ≤ d that is allowed by the
unitarity bound and the gap above it.
We can also get upper bounds on a certain λ2φφO
∆O,`O
, and also lower bounds if we assume
a gap, by a slight variation of the scaling dimension algorithm [6]:
OPE coefficient bound:
1. Normalize α such that α[F
∆φ
∆O,`O
(u, v)] = s, where s = ±1 for upper/lower bounds.
2. Assume that the scaling dimensions ∆` of all operators in φ×φ except O0,0 and O∆O,`O
obey lower bounds ∆` ≥ ∆B` .
3. Require that α[F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v)] ≥ 0 for all O∆,` except O0,0 and O∆O,`O .
4. Maximize α[F
∆φ
0,0 (u, v)] to get the upper/lower bounds
Upper : λ2φφO
∆O,`O
≤ −α[F∆φ0,0 (u, v)] ,
Lower : λ2φφO
∆O,`O
≥ α[F∆φ0,0 (u, v)] ,
(4.8)
which follows from (4.5), positivity of λ2φφO∆,` , and steps 1 and 3.
If we just set ∆B` to the unitarity bounds, then we can get upper bounds but not lower
bounds, because the condition α[F
∆φ
∆O,`O
(u, v)] = −1 in step 1 is then inconsistent with
α[F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v)] ≥ 0 from step 3, since without further assumptions there exists a continuum
of operators O∆,`O with ∆ arbitrarily close to ∆O. To avoid this we must set a gap above
unitarity for ∆B` and insert the operator O∆O,`O whose OPE coefficient we seek to bound, just
as in (4.7). Note that this algorithm involved minimizing α, whereas the scaling dimension
algorithm only involved the existence of α
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4.2 Truncating crossing
Before we can implement the algorithms in the previous section in practice, we must account
for four infinite properties of the crossed blocks F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v):
1. Spins `, which can be any even positive number.
2. Scaling dimensions ∆, which can be any real number greater than the unitarity bounds.
3. The infinite series expansion in r that we used to compute the conformal blocks.
4. The infinite vector space of real u, v (or r, η) that we act on with the functional α.
To make the spins and the expansion in r finite we can simply impose a cutoff `max and
rmax for each quantity. To make the u, v vector space finite, we can define it as the coefficients
of the Taylor expansion of F
∆φ
∆,`(z, z¯) in terms of the variables z, z¯ defined in (3.12), after
converting from the r, η coordinates in which we computed the blocks, up to a certain order
Λ around the crossing symmetric point z = z¯ = 1
2
, which corresponds to ηc = 1, rc = 3−2
√
2.
The crossing equation then takes the form∑
∆
∑
`≤`max
λ2φφO∆,`∂
m
z ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ,rmax
∆,` (z, z¯)|z=z¯= 12 = 0 for m+ n ≤ Λ , (4.9)
were the functionals αm,n now act on the elements of the finite vector space VΛ of these
derivatives. Since F
∆φ
∆,`(z, z¯) is symmetric in z ↔ z¯ and odd under the crossing (z, z¯) →
(1− z, 1− z¯), we can restrict to m+ n odd and m ≤ n, so VΛ has dimension
|VΛ| = 1
2
⌊
Λ + 1
2
⌋(⌊
Λ + 1
2
⌋
+ 1
)
. (4.10)
The last infinity that we must consider is the continuum of dimensions ∆. If we can
approximate ∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ,rmax
∆,` (rc, 1) as a polynomial in ∆ for each `, then the truncated crossing
equation (4.9) takes the form of positivity constraints on a finite number of polynomials,
which can be solved using semidefinite programming. We will postpone the discussion of
semidefinite programming until the next lecture, and instead discuss how to efficiently write
∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
∆,`(rc, 1) as a polynomial following [11].
4.3 Polynomial formulation of crossing
Recall from (4.3) that each block g∆,`(r, η) takes the form (4r)
∆ times a finite sum of poles
in ∆. If we truncate the r expansion at rmax, then from the r expansion of the blocks in
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(3.20) and the list of poles in Table 2, we see that the following list of poles will appear in
grmax∆,` (r, η) expanded to rmax:
P`rmax =

∆1,b = 1− `− b for b = 2, 4, 6, . . . rmax ,
∆2,b = d/2− b for b = 1, 2, 3, . . . rmax/2 ,
∆3,b = `+ d− 1− b for b = 2, 4, 6, . . .min{rmax, `} .
(4.11)
For each grmax∆,` (r, η), we can then define the polynomial in ∆:
p∆,`(r, η) = (4r)
−∆grmax∆,` (r, η)
∏
I∈P`rmax
(∆−∆I) . (4.12)
We would like the degree of these polynomials to be as small as possible, which improves the
efficiency of semidefinite programming. To decrease the degree we can approximate poles in
P`rmax/P
`
κ that appear in g
rmax
∆,` (r, η) in terms of poles in P`κ for some cutoff κ as
1
∆−∆I ≈
∑
J∈P`κ
cI,J
∆−∆J for I ∈ P
`
rmax/P
`
κ , (4.13)
where coefficients cI,J are chosen to make the approximation as accurate as possible in the
range ∆ ≥ ∆unitarity were these polynomials will be defined. One way of doing this [17] is
to demand that (4.13) and its first b |P`κ|−1
2
c derivatives hold exactly at ∆ = ∆unitarity (for
` = 0 we must shift this value slightly since there is a pole at unitarity), and the first
d |P`κ|−1
2
e derivatives hold at ∆ → ∞, which gives |P`κ| independent linear equations for the
|P`κ| coefficients. We can then define the reduced polynomials
p¯∆,`(r, η) = (4r)
−∆grmax,κ∆,` (r, η)
∏
I∈P`κ
(∆−∆I) , (4.14)
where grmax,κ∆,` (r, η) denotes that we have replaced the poles with parameter κ, and for sim-
plicity we have not written rmax and κ on the LHS. We can now approximate ∂
m
z ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
∆,`(rc, 1)
as a polynomial in ∆ by writing it as
∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
∆,`(rc, 1) ≈ χ`κ(∆)Pm,n` (∆,∆φ) , χ`κ(∆) ≡
(4rc)
∆∏
I∈P`κ(∆−∆I)
,
Pm,n` (∆,∆φ) ≡ 2
(
r−∆∂mz ∂
n
z¯
[
v∆φr∆p¯∆,`(r, η)
]) ∣∣
r=rc,η=1
,
(4.15)
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where Pm,n` (∆,∆φ) are polynomials in ∆. The crossing equations can then be expressed as
polynomials in ∆ by absorbing the positive factor χ`κ(∆) into the definition of each λ
2
φφO∆,` .
This does not affect the scaling dimension bound algorithm, but for the OPE coefficient
bound algorithm one should be careful to multiply the normalization in step 1 by χ`κ(∆), so
that one computes bounds on the standard OPE coefficients.
Let us consider this pole-replacement for ` = 0, ∆φ =
1
2
, and rmax = 4. The ∆ poles P04
that appear in g∆,0(r, η) were given in (3.25), while h∆,0(r, η) ≡ (4r)−∆g∆,0(r, η) was given
in (3.24). We can use these blocks to compute ∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
∆,`(rc, 1) for the lowest nonzero case
m = 0, n = 1:
∂z¯F
1/2
∆,0(rc, 1) = 2(∂z¯[v
1
2 g∆,0(r[z, z¯], η[z, z¯])])
∣∣
r=rc,η=1
= (12− 8
√
2)∆
[(8867√2− 12528)∆
8
− 8
(
1084
√
2− 1533)
3(∆ + 1)
− 72
(
985
√
2− 1393)
35(∆ + 3)
+
396689
√
2− 560994
672(2∆− 1) +
27
(
4855
√
2− 6866)
160(2∆ + 1)
+
11
8
(
2427
√
2− 3433
) ]
.
(4.16)
We can then factor out the positive quantity χ04(∆) to get the degree 5 polynomial
P 0,10 (∆, 1/2)
∣∣
degree 5
=
1
8
[
6− (−11921 + 8430
√
2)∆ + (−1531 + 1059
√
2)∆2
+ (−137849 + 97475
√
2)∆3 + 5(−17575 + 12433
√
2)∆4 + (−12528 + 8867
√
2)∆5
]
.
(4.17)
We can reduce the degree of this polynomial by approximating the poles with κ = 2, following
the algorithm described below (4.13) where we evaluate the derivatives of (4.13) at ∆ =
1
2
+10−1 and ∆→∞. We find that the poles −3,−1
2
∈ P04/P02 can be approximated in terms
of the poles −1, 1
2
∈ P02 as
1
∆ + 3
≈ 28
27
1
∆ + 1
− 1
27
1
∆− 1
2
,
1
∆ + 1
2
≈ 32
33
1
∆ + 1
+
1
33
1
∆− 1
2
. (4.18)
After replacing these poles in the conformal block (3.24) and factoring out the new positive
quantity χ02(∆), we get a degree 3 polynomial
P 0,10 (∆, 1/2)
∣∣
degree 3
=
1
352
(−503322 + 356027
√
2)− 1
32
(−140150 + 99129
√
2)∆
+
1
16
(−88054 + 62261
√
2)∆2 +
1
8
(−12528 + 8867
√
2)∆3 .
(4.19)
At this low level of rmax and κ, these approximations are not very accurate, but at higher
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rmax and κ they become extremely precise, as you will show in the problem set.
4.4 Rigorous bounds from truncated crossing
In the first lecture, we claimed that one advantage of the conformal bootstrap bounds is that
they are rigorous and can be improved monotonically, unlike say results from the -expansion
extrapolated to  = 1, which are asymptotic and so are not guaranteed to improve as we
compute higher orders. In the previous sections we discussed various truncations that are
required to put the infinite crossing equations in a form amenable to numerical analysis. In
this section we will show why these truncations are justified, which ones matter the most,
and how to improve the numerical bootstrap bounds in a controlled way.
The most important truncation was approximating the infinite vector space u, v that α
acts on by Λ derivatives in z(u, v) and z¯(u, v) evaluated at the crossing symmetric point
η(u, v)c = 1 and r(u, v)c = 3− 2
√
2. When we increase Λ, we are increasing the coefficients
in α as (4.10), but the number of constraints (which only depend on the number of operators
with ∆ and `) in the bootstrap algorithms remain the same, so it becomes easier to find
an α that satisfies these constraints. For the scaling dimension algorithm, that means it
becomes easier to find disallowed points, while for the OPE coefficient algorithm this means
that it becomes easier to maximize α[F
∆φ
0,0 (u, v)]. In both case, this always leads to improved
bounds. This is the sense in which the bootstrap bounds can be improved monotonically.
We could have also truncated the u, v vector space by choosing derivatives around another
point, or perhaps by sampling many random values of u, v. The advantage of derivatives
around the crossing symmetric point is that rc ≈ .17 is very small, which justifies the
truncation on r for the blocks. For the truncation on spin, recall that for r  1 the
conformal blocks scale as g∆,`(r, η) ∼ r∆, and the unitarity bound for ` > 0 requires that
∆ ≥ ` + d − 2, so conformal blocks at the crossing symmetric point become smaller with
large `. This does not yet justify the spin cutoff though, because recall that F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v)
consists of blocks multiplied by OPE coefficients squared, so we must show that the tail∑
∆>∆∗ λ
2
φφO∆,`g∆,`(r, η) of the block expansion becomes small for rc following [113].
To derive such a property we first consider the small r expansion (3.17) of the conformal
blocks, where the η dependence is captured by Gegenbauer polynomials C
d−2
2
s (η), and we
showed in the problem set that the coefficients Bs,m(∆, `, d) have the same sign as the lowest
term B0,0(∆, `, d) when ∆ obeys the unitarity bounds. When combined with the fact that
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C
d−2
2
s (η) takes its maximal value at η = 1, we find that
|g∆,`(r, η)| ≤ |g∆,`(r, 1)| , (4.20)
so its sufficient to study convergence of the block expansion on the real line η = 1:
〈φ(r)φ(−r)φ(1)φ(−1)〉 = g(r, 1)
24∆φ
, g(r, 1) ≡
∑
∆,`
λ2φφO∆,`g∆,`(r, 1) , (4.21)
where the 2−4∆φ comes from the prefactor in (1.34). We will find it convenient to rewrite
g(r, 1) as a pure expansion in r:
g(r, 1) =
∑
δ
Bδrδ , (4.22)
where the coefficients Bδ are defined by collecting all the powers of r in block expansion
(4.21), and so are also positive when the unitarity bounds are satisfied. The tails of these
two expansions for g(r, 1) are then related as∑
∆>∆∗,`
λ2φφO∆,`g∆,`(r, 1) <
∑
δ>∆∗
Bδrδ , (4.23)
since the RHS contains all the terms on the LHS as well as additional contributions of
descendents with dimension δ > ∆∗ that come from primaries of dimension ∆ ≤ ∆∗. To
bound the RHS we consider the r → 1 limit of the 4-point function:
lim
r→1
: 〈φ(r)φ(−r)φ(1)φ(−1)〉 ≈ 1
(1− r)4∆φ ⇒ g(r, 1) ≈
24∆φ
(1− r)4∆φ , (4.24)
which we computed by simply taking the 2-point functions of each pair of operators 〈φ(r)φ(1)〉
and 〈φ(−r)φ(−1)〉 that become close as r → 1. We can match the g(r, 1) asymptotic if we
assume power law growth for the coefficients
lim
δ→∞
Bδ = 2
4∆φδ4∆φ−1
Γ(4∆φ)
, (4.25)
and then approximate the sum g(r, 1) =
∑
δ Bδrδ as an integral:
lim
r→1
: g(r, 1) ≈
∫ ∞
0
dδBδrδ = 2
4∆φ
(− log r)4∆φ ≈
24∆φ
(1− r)4∆φ . (4.26)
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The sum over just the coefficients Bδ can then be approximated as
lim
E→∞
: I(E) ≡
∑
δ≤E
Bδ ≈
∫ E
0
dδ
(2δ)4∆φ
Γ(4∆φ)
=
(2E)4∆φ
Γ(4∆φ + 1)
. (4.27)
The assumption of polynomial growth for Bδ and replacing sums by integrals may seem
cavalier, but in fact the same result follows rigorously from the Hardy-Littlewood tauberian
theorem [114], the asymptotic (4.24), and the fact that Bδ > 0 due to the unitarity bounds.
We can now use (4.27) to estimate the tail of the block expansion for g(r, 1):
∑
δ>∆∗
Bδrδ =
∫ ∞
∆∗
dE
[
BE
∑
δ≤E
δ(E − δ)
]
rE
= − log r
∫ ∞
∆∗
dE [I(E)− I(∆∗)]rE
≤ − log r
∫ ∞
∆∗
dE I(E)rE
≈ − log r
∫ ∞
∆∗
dE
(2E)4∆φ
Γ(4∆φ + 1)
rE
. (2∆
∗)4∆φ
Γ(4∆φ + 1)
r∆
∗
,
(4.28)
where in the second line we integrated by parts, in the third line we dropped the negative
term −I(∆∗), in the fourth line we used (4.27), and in the last line we used the asymptotic
behavior of the incomplete Gamma function. By (4.20) and (4.23) this asymptotic bound
then applies to the tail of the full block expansion g(r, η).27 At the crossing symmetric point
where rc ≈ .17 is small, we are thus justified in truncating the block expansion in spin, since
large spins must have large dimensions by the unitarity bound.
In fact, the truncations of r and ` are so accurate at rc, that given a sufficiently high value
of rmax and `max, the numerical bootstrap bounds become insensitive to these values. This
is very important, as unlike the truncation of the u, v vector space, the bootstrap bounds do
not change monotonically with rmax and `max when these values are too small, since in that
case the crossing equations is essentially a random function. The rigorous statement is that
bootstrap bounds improve monotonically with Λ in the limit rmax, `max → ∞. In practice,
for a given Λ we experiment with high enough values of rmax and `max such that the bounds
stop changing. For rmax, the same value, e.g. rmax = 40, can be used for a wide variety of
27Stronger convergence bounds can be derived by considering blocks in specific dimension, such as d = 3
[115].
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Λ, while for `max we must increase this value every time we increase Λ to get numerically
stable results. In the next lecture, we will demonstrate how to run the numerical bootstrap
in practice.
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4.5 Problem Set 4
1. Consider the rmax = 20 conformal blocks that you computed for the previous problem
set. Replace poles with κ = 10, and plot p¯∆,`(rc, 1) versus p∆,`(rc, 1) for ` = 0, 1, 2 and
` + 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ ` + 4 to see how accurate the replacement is at the crossing symmetric
point.
2. Make a table of derivatives
Qm,n` (∆) ≡
(
r−∆∂mz ∂
n
z¯
[
r∆p¯∆,`(r, η)
]) ∣∣
r=rc,η=1
(4.29)
for m + n ≤ 3 and ` = 0, 1, 2, where note that unlike Pm,n` in (4.15) we have not
included the 2v∆φ factor, so that Qm,n` (∆) is independent of ∆φ.
3. Install Docker from the website https://www.docker.com/get-started, which in-
cludes instructions for Windows, Mac, or Linux. You can run the extremely fast scalar
block creation code scalar blocks using Docker as detailed at
https://gitlab.com/bootstrapcollaboration/scalar blocks/blob/master/Readme.md,
which outputs (−2)
`(d/2−1)`
(d−2)` Q
m,n
` (x = ∆ − ` − 1), where the prefactor is the difference
in the normalization of the blocks between these notes and that code. Note that the
parameters --order, --poles, and max-derivs refer to rmax, κ, and
Λ+1
2
, respectively.
Check that you get the same answers you computed yourself in step 2.
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5 Semidefinite programming
The bootstrap algorithms discussed in previous lectures consisted of three ingredients:
1. A list of polynomial in ∆ constraints
αm,nP
m,n
` (∆,∆φ) ≥ 0 for ∆ ≥ ∆B , (5.1)
for each even spin ` ≤ `max, where Pm,n` (∆,∆φ) is defined in (4.15), αm,n is the func-
tional, m,n label derivatives in z and z¯ evaluated at the crossing symmetric point, and
the bounds ∆B and the external operator scaling dimension ∆φ are chosen.
2. A normalization constraint of α acting on the contribution to crossing of a certain
operator O∆norm,`norm :
αm,n∂
m
z ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
∆norm,`norm
(rc, 1) = 1 . (5.2)
3. A quantity Om,n that α maximizes, where for the OPE coefficient maximization algo-
rithm Om,n is the identity operator contribution ∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
0,0 (rc, 1), while for the scaling
dimension algorithm Om,n is just a vector of zeros.
In this lecture we will show following [31] how these ingredients can be formulated as
polynomial matrix programs (PMPs), that can in turn be written as semi-definite programs
(SDPs). We then describe how to use the SDPB program to solve these SDPs numerically,
and show some scaling dimension and OPE coefficient bounds for the Ising CFT.
5.1 Polynomial Matrix Programs
We begin by writing our algorithms as PMPs. Consider a set of mj ×mj symmetric poly-
nomial matrices
Mwj (x) =

Pwj,11(x) . . . P
w
j,1mj
(x)
...
. . .
...
Pwj,mj1(x) . . . P
w
j,mjmj
(x)
 (5.3)
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labeled by 0 ≤ w ≤ W and 1 ≤ j ≤ J , where each element Pwj,rs(x) is a polynomial in x.
For b ∈ RW , the goal of a PMP is to
maximize b0 +
W∑
w=1
bwyw over y ∈ RW ,
such that M0j (x) +
W∑
w=1
ywM
w
j (x)  0 for all x ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ J ,
(5.4)
where  0 denotes positive semidefinite. Comparing to our OPE coefficient and scaling
dimension algorithms in section 4.1, as written in terms of the truncated crossing equations
in section 4.2 and summarized above, we can make the following identifications:
• yw corresponds to the functionals αm,n subject to a normalization condition, so that
W is one less than the number of derivatives |VΛ| (4.10) that define the vector space α
acts on. The constant in y terms b0 and M0j (x) in the PMP correspond to the constant
in α terms in our algorithm that we get after solving for one of the αm,n using the
normalization condition.
• Let mj = 1, so the single polynomial element Pwj,11(x) for each Mwj (x) corresponds to
the polynomials Pm,n` (∆,∆φ) for ∆ = x + ∆
B
` that we defined in (4.15) by stripping
a positive factor χ`κ(∆) from each ∂
m
z ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
∆,`(rc, 1). The condition x ≥ 0 in (5.4)
translates to ∆B` being lower bounds on ∆ for each spin `, and J is the number of
even spins `max/2 + 1 that we kept in our truncation.
• For the OPE coefficient algorithm, the unit operator contribution ∂mz ∂nz¯ F∆φ0,0 (rc, 1) that
we maximize in step 4 corresponds to bw that we maximize in the PMP. For the scaling
dimension algorithm, we do not maximize anything so we just set bw = ~0.
5.2 Semi-definite Programs
We will now reformulate the PMP as an SDP, whose constraints act on matrices instead
of polynomials. Any positive semidefinite matrix of polynomials in x with x ≥ 0 can be
written as a single positive semidefinite matrix that is constant in x, by using some basis of
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symmetric polynomials in x. We use this fact to write the PMP as a “dual” SDP
Dual : maximize b0 +
W∑
w=1
bwyw over y ∈ RW and Y ,
such that P 0j,rs(xk) +
W∑
w=1
ywP
w
j,rs(xk) = Tr(Ajrs(xk)Y ) and Y  0 ,
(5.5)
where in the second line we used a matrix of symmetric polynomials Ajrs(x) evaluated at
some points xk to relate Y to a linear combination of M
w
j (xk) and yw,
28 and Y and A are
symmetric matrices with rank
rank(Y ) = rank(A) =
J∑
j=1
mj
[bdeg(Mwj (x)/2)c+ bdeg((Mwj (x)− 1)/2)c+ 2] . (5.6)
The functionals yw and the objective function b
w are the same as those of the PMP (5.4).
Instead of a functional yw that acts on w in P
w
j,rs(xk), we can also consider a “primal”
functional y˜jrsk (i.e. the dual of the dual) that acts on the other labels, which is constrained
by a “primal” SDP29
Primal : minimize b0 +
∑
j,r,s,k
P 0j,rs(xk)y˜jrsk over y˜ ∈ RP and Y˜ =
∑
j,r,s,k
Ajrs(xk)y˜jrsk ,
such that
∑
j,r,s,k
Pwj,rs(xk)y˜jrsk = −bw and Y˜  0 ,
(5.7)
which is dual to the “dual” SDP.
The program SDPB solves the primal and dual SDPs (5.7) and (5.5) by starting with
a guess for the initial point (y0, Y0, y˜0, Y˜0), and then decreasing the deviations from the
constraints
δwprimal,1 ≡ |
∑
j,r,s,k
Pwj,rs(xk)y˜jrsk + b
w| ,
δprimal,2 ≡ |Y˜ −
∑
j,r,s,k
Ajrs(xk)y˜jrsk| ,
δjrskdual ≡ |P 0j,rs(xk) +
W∑
w=1
ywP
w
j,rs(xk)− Tr(Ajrs(xk)Y )| ,
(5.8)
28The details are given in [31], but will not be needed in these lectures.
29The terminology “dual” and “primal” is unfortunately standard in SDP literature, even though the dual
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and extremizing the objective functions
dualObjective ≡ b0 +
W∑
w=1
bwyw
primalObjective ≡ b0 +
∑
j,r,s,k
P 0j,rs(xk)y˜jrsk ,
(5.9)
by incrementally changing (y0, Y0, y˜0, Y˜0) subject to the conditions Y  0 and Y˜  0. We
say a point is “primal feasible” or “dual feasible” when the δ in each SDP become smaller
than certain threshold values:
primal feasible: primalError ≡ max{δwprimal,1, δprimal,2} < primalErrorThreshold
dual feasible: dualError ≡ max{δjrskdual} < dualErrorThreshold ,
(5.10)
where primalErrorThreshold and dualErrorThreshold are specified by the user. Once a
point (y, Y, y˜, Y˜ ) becomes both primal and dual feasible, the difference between the objective
functions becomes nonnegative:
∑
j,r,s,k
P 0j,rs(xk)y˜jrsk −
W∑
w=1
bwyw ≈
∑
j,r,s,k
P 0j,rs(xk)y˜jrsk +
W∑
w=1
∑
j,r,s,k
Pwj,rs(xk)y˜jrskyw
≈
∑
j,r,s,k
y˜jrskTr(Ajrs(xk)Y )
≈ Tr(Y˜ Y ) ≥ 0 ,
(5.11)
where ≈ denotes equality up to the threshholds in (5.10), the first equality comes from
feasibility of the first primal condition in (5.7), the second comes from feasibility of the
dual condition in (5.5), the third comes from feasibility of the second primal condition, and
Tr(Y˜ Y ) is nonnegative because Y and Y˜ are positive semidefinite. We can then define the
nonnegative normalized difference between the objective functions
dualityGap ≡ |primalObjective− dualObjective|
max{1, |primalObjective + dualObjective|} < dualityGapThreshold ,
(5.12)
which will gradually decrease until a certain user-specified threshold dualityGapTreshold
SDP is in fact more directly related to the PMPs that we use to write our bootstrap algorithms.
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is reached, at which point the objective functions are approximately equal and (5.11) then
implies that Tr(Y˜ Y ) ≈ 0, and thus Y˜ Y ≈ 0, so we call (y, Y, y˜, Y˜ ) an optimal solution to
the SDP.
5.3 Using SDPB
We now describe how to generate SDPs using the wrapper Mathematica script Bootstrap.m,30
and then solve them with SDPB. The first step is to make a table of derivative of the cross-
ing equations evaluated at the crossing symmetric point. These are written in terms of the
truncated crossing function ∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
∆,`(rc, 1), which we rewrote in (4.15) in terms of polyno-
mials Pm,n` (x) in x and positive factors χ
`
κ(x), where x ≡ ∆−∆`B for the scaling dimension
lower bounds ∆`B for each `. As described in section 4.2, the accuracy of ∂
m
z ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
∆,`(rc, 1) is
given by the number of derivatives parameter Λ, the number of spins parameter `max, the
expansion in r order rmax for the conformal blocks, and the number of poles parameter κ for
each block with spin `. In practice, Λ is the only parameter that improves the convergence
of the bootstrap, and the rest of the parameters just need to be set to high enough values
so that the bootstrap program works for the given nnmax.
We then use these Pm,n` (x) and χ
`
κ(x) to construct the three inputs to any SDP algo-
rithm: a list of polynomial matrix constraints, a normalization condition on α, and the
objective function that SDPB maximizes. Each polynomial matrix constraint is entered into
Bootstrap.m as
PositiveMatrixWithPrefactor[DampedRational[c,{p1,. . . ,pk},b,x],
〈matrix of polynomials〉] ,
(5.13)
and the positive factors we consider are encoded in DampedRational as
DampedRational[c,{p1,. . . ,pk},b,x]→ c b
x∏k
i=1(x− pi)
, (5.14)
where pi can be the poles in ∆ and b
x can be the factor r∆c . For instance, for the single
correlator bootstrap algorithms, we have a table of PositiveMatrixWithPrefactor objects
for every even ` ≤ `max, each of which consists of a table Pm,n` (x) for m + n odd and
m + n ≤ Λ, and the associated DampedRational is simply χ`κ(x). Note that for these
algorithms the matrix of polynomials is a trivial 1×1 matrix, but we will consider nontrivial
30Adapted from the Mathematica script at https://github.com/davidsd/sdpb/tree/master/mathematica.
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matrix constraints in a later lecture.
Next, we define an objective function obj that the functional α will maximize and a
normalization norm that α will normalize to 1, as discussed in the previous lecture. Like the
list of polynomial matrix constraints, both of these quantities are table of derivatives labeled
by m and n. Unlike the polynomial constraints, though, obj and norm are not polynomials
in x, since they are derivatives of specific operators with fixed dimensions and spins, and so
we do not need to remove the positive factor χ`κ(∆) or truncate the poles in ∆ that appear.
For instance, for the scalar bound algorithm, obj is just a vector of zeros of length |VΛ| and
norm is the unit operator contribution ∂mz ∂
n
z¯ F
∆φ
0,0 (rc, 1). These quantities along with the
matrix of polynomials can be processed into an SDPB input file using the function
WriteBootstrapSDP[file,SDP[obj,norm,positive matrices with prefactors]] , (5.15)
which outputs an .xml file named file.xml.31 We can now submit this file to SDPB, along
with the following list of SDPB parameters:
dualityGapThreshold = 1e-10
primalErrorThreshold = 1e-30
dualErrorThreshold = 1e-20
findPrimalFeasible = 1
findDualFeasible = 1
detectPrimalFeasibleJump = 1
detectDualFeasibleJump = 1
precision(actual) = 576(576)
procsPerNode = 2 ,
(5.16)
where we wrote some sample values for each, and did not include other parameters discussed
in [31] that can be safely set to their default values for our purposes. The first three param-
eters are the thresholds described in the previous section that tell SDPB when it has found
a dual feasible, primal feasible, or optimal solution. By default, SDPB will successfully end
when it finds an optimal solution, unless we turn on the next four parameters (by setting the
values to 1 for true and 0 for false), that tell SDPB to terminate when it has found, respec-
31In the lastest version of SDPB the .xml file must furthermore be passed to a code called pvm2sdp that
converts it into a file that can be directly submitted to SDPB.
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tively, a dual feasible solution, a primal feasible solution, or a jump that indicates that the
step size has increased to one without find a primal feasible point, or a dual feasible point.
The precision that SDPB uses is measured in binary digits, and needs to be set to a fairly
high value.32 Lastly, procsPerNode sets how many cores per node your machine should use
when running SDPB.
For the scaling dimension algorithm, we are not maximizing any quantity and are only
checking if a solution to the SDP exists. If the dualObjective and primalObjective both
decrease toward zero, then we will find a dual feasible point, which means that the functional
α exists so the values of ∆`B and ∆φ that we are testing are then disallowed. If SDPB cannot
find a dual feasible point, then we cannot conclude anything about ∆`B and ∆φ. In practice,
if SDPB cannot find a solution, then it will keep increasing the step size until a primal feasible
jump occurs and the program terminates. So to rule out points as fast as possible, we should
set the parameters findPrimalFeasible, findDualFeasible, detectPrimalFeasibleJump,
and detectDualFeasibleJump all to true.
For the OPE coefficient algorithm, we are maximizing α[F
∆φ
0,0 (u, v)] so as to bound an
OPE coefficient. We are thus looking for an optimal solution to the SDP, whose precision
is determined by dualityGapThreshold, which we should set to a value comparable to how
precise we expect to be able to bound the OPE coefficient with the value of Λ that we are
using. From (4.8), we see that the OPE coefficient bound then corresponds to the final value
of primalObjective≈dualObjective, with an extra minus sign for the upper bound case.
The parameters findPrimalFeasible, findDualFeasible, detectPrimalFeasibleJump,
and detectDualFeasibleJump should all be set to 0, i.e. false, to make sure the solver
does not stop before we have found an optimal point.
5.4 Single correlator bootstrap bounds
We will now discuss the results of running the scaling dimension and OPE coefficient boot-
strap algorithms in 3d for a single correlator, following [13]. In Figure 3 we show upper
bounds computed from the scaling dimension algorithm with parameters (in dashed gray)
Λ = 11 , `max = 15 , rmax = 30 , κ = 10 , (5.17)
32The most common bug in running SDPB is that the precision has not been set high enough.
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Figure 3: The solid black curve shows numerical bootstrap upper bounds with Λ = 19 on
the scaling dimension ∆ of the lowest dimension Z2 even operator as a function of the
scaling dimension ∆σ of the lowest dimension Z2 odd operator. The solid brown curve shows
the smaller peninsular allowed region that we get by additionally assuming that the scaling
dimension ∆′ of the next lowest dimension Z2 even operator is irrelevant. The blue denotes
the allowed regions with and without the gap assumption for Λ = 19. The dashed opaque
curves show the analogous results with only Λ = 11. The red dot shows the Monte Carlo
value in Table 1 for the Ising CFT.
which can be easily run on a home laptop, as well as the more constraining parameters (in
solid black)
Λ = 19 , `max = 20 , rmax = 30 , κ = 18 . (5.18)
Without making any further assumptions, the single correlator bootstrap automatically ap-
plies to theories with a Z2 symmetry, so that that the external operator σ is Z2 odd, while
33The internal operators must be Z2 even for any 4-point function of operators with the same Z2 parity.
If the external operator was Z2 even, then we would have to use the same value for external operator scaling
dimension as for the lowest dimension scalar internal operator, so we automatically exclude this case by not
correlating these values.
34Recall that the blocks have a pole at ∆ = 12 and ` = 0, so in practice we look at points very close to the
free theory value.
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Figure 4: The solid black curve shows numerical bootstrap lower bounds with Λ = 19 on
the ratio cT/c
free
T of the stress tensor 2-point function and its free value as a function of the
scaling dimension ∆σ of the lowest dimension Z2 odd operator, where the blue denotes the
allowed regions. The dashed opaque curve shows the analogous results with only Λ = 11.
The red line shows the Monte Carlo value in Table 1 for ∆σ for the Ising CFT (no similar
value is known for cT ).
the lowest dimension scalar internal operator  is Z2 even.33 The upper bounds start at the
free theory point (∆σ,∆) = (
1
2
, 1),34 which must be allowed by our bounds, and then show
a distinct kink at the point near the Monte Carlo values in Table 1 for the Ising CFT, shown
by a red dot. Note that the Λ = 19 bounds are in general more constraining than the Λ = 11
bounds, but they in fact are very close at the point that we putatively identify with the Ising
CFT.35
We can make a further assumption that there is only a single relevant Z2 even operator,
which we know to be true for the Ising CFT, by imposing a gap of ∆′ ≥ 3 above ∆. This
carves out a peninsular region bounded by the brown curve on the left and the original black
curve above, whose tip is close to the expected Ising CFT point. This adds further evidence
to the conjecture that the kink corresponds to the Ising CFT. Note that the Λ = 19 allowed
35As far as I am aware, this is the first time this observation has been printed.
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region is drastically smaller than the Λ = 11 away from the Ising point, so we can conjecture
that at infinite Λ the Ising point would appear exactly at the tip.
In Figure 4, we show the results of running the OPE coefficient squared maximization
algorithm for the stress tensor OPE coefficient λσσO3,2 , which as shown in (2.29) is related
to the stress tensor 2-point function coefficient cT as cT ∝ ∆2σ/λ2σσO3,2 , which we then divide
by the free theory value cfreeT for simplicity. Again, we run these lower bounds on cT for both
Λ = 11 and Λ = 19. The Λ = 11 bounds show a kink at Ising CFT value for ∆σ, shown by
the red line, which becomes a minimum for Λ = 19. As with the scaling dimension bounds,
we see that the Λ = 11 and Λ = 19 bounds are in general quite different, but are very similar
at the value we identify with the Ising CFT. There are no accurate estimates for cT from
non-bootstrap methods, so we cannot show any predictions for the y-axis Ising CFT value as
we could for the scaling dimension bounds, but it is reasonable to conjecture that the Ising
CFT value is at the boundary of the allowed region, which will be justified later.
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5.5 Problem Set 5
1. Confirm the Ising model scaling dimension upper bounds in Figure 3 for the Λ = 11
bounds by checking a grid of points around the kink in (∆σ,∆) space. The first
step is to generate the conformal bootstrap input using the mathematica wrapper
Bootstrap.m, where each polynomial Pm,n` (x) is constructed from the wrapper code
from the Qm,n` (x) that you can efficiently compute from scalar blocks as shown in the
previous problem set. You can then run the numerical bootstrap with the parameters
specified in the main text again using Docker as detailed at
https://github.com/davidsd/sdpb/blob/elemental/docs/Docker.md. For Λ =
11, each point should take no longer than a minute or so.
2. Change Bootstrap.m to add the gap ∆′ ≥ 3, and check the same grid of points for
Λ = 11 to see that a peninsular region is forming as shown in Figure 3.
3. Change Bootstrap.m to run the OPE coefficient maximization algorithm for cT ∝
∆2σ
λ2σσ,O3,2
with Λ = 11, using the parameters specified in the main text. Since you are
now looking for an optimal solution, the code will take slightly longer, but should still
be no more than a couple minutes for each point. Check enough values of ∆σ so that
you can see the kink at the Ising CFT point as shown in Figure 4.
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6 Bootstrapping global symmetries
We will now generalize the discussion of the previous lectures to 4-point functions of identical
scalar operators that transform in nontrivial irreps of continuous global symmetry groups,
which occur in many CFTs of interest such as the critical O(N) vector model discussed in
the first lecture. Following [9,17], we will find that global symmetries lead to more crossing
equations, which allow us to distinguish CFTs with these symmetries in the space of all
possible CFTs. All the results of previous section will hold for this case, unless specified
otherwise.
6.1 Correlation functions
For a CFT with global symmetry group G, all correlations functions must be invariant under
both G and the conformal group. Consider complex scalar operators φI(x) with an index I
in some complex irrep R of a global symmetry group G. The nonzero 2-point function of
such operators in an orthonormal basis is then
〈φI(x1)φ¯J¯(x2)〉 =
δIJ¯
x
2∆φ
12
, (6.1)
where φ¯J¯(x2) transforms in the conjugate irrep R. The generalization to complex operators
O∆,`,R with spin ` in complex irrep R of G with index a is
〈Oµ1...µ`a (x1)Oν1...ν`,b¯(x2)〉 = C(`)ab¯
(
I(µ1ν1(x12) · · · Iµ`)ν`(x12)
x2∆12
− traces
)
, (6.2)
where Iµν was defined in (1.29), and in general we unit normalize the operator by setting
C
(`)
ab¯
= δab¯. The 3-point function of φI(x), φ¯I¯(x), and O∆,`,R is
〈φI(x1)φ¯J¯(x2)Oµ1...µ`a (x3)〉 =
λφφ¯O∆,`T
R
IJ¯a(Z
µ1 · · ·Zµ` − traces)
x
2∆φ−∆`+`
12 x
∆`−`
23 x
∆`−`
31
, (6.3)
where Zµ is defined in (1.30) and TRIJ¯a is an invariant tensor for R. All the irreps in the
tensor product R×R are real, so we can choose TRIJ¯a so that λφφ¯O∆,` is real. We can also
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consider the conjugate 3-point functions
〈φI(x1)φJ(x2)Oµ1...µ`a (x3)〉 =
λφφO∆,`T
R
IJa(Z
µ1 · · ·Zµ` − traces)
x
2∆φ−∆`+`
12 x
∆`−`
23 x
∆`−`
31
,
〈φ¯I¯(x1)φ¯J¯(x2)O¯µ1...µ`a¯ (x3)〉 =
λφ¯φ¯O∆,`T
R¯
I¯J¯ a¯
(Zµ1 · · ·Zµ` − traces)
x
2∆φ−∆`+`
12 x
∆`−`
23 x
∆`−`
31
,
(6.4)
where here a is an index for a complex irrep R ∈ R×R, which implies that we can choose
TRIJa and T
R¯
I¯J¯ a¯ here so that λφφO∆,` = λ¯φ¯φ¯O¯∆,` . If R is in the symmetric/antisymmetric
product of R × R, then TRIJa is symmetric/antisymmetric in IJ , so ` must be even/odd
following the argument around (2.10).
For the 4-point function of two φ and two φ¯, we can take the OPE between either φ× φ¯
twice or φ× φ and its conjugate, to get the conformal block expansions
〈φI(x1)φ¯J¯(x2)φK(x3)φ¯L¯(x4)〉 =
1
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
∑
∆,`
∑
R∈R×R¯
TRIJ¯KL¯λ
2
φφ¯O∆,`,Rg∆,`(u, v) , (6.5)
where ` can be even or odd for each irrep R ∈ R× R¯, and
〈φI(x1)φJ(x2)φ¯K¯(x3)φ¯L¯(x4)〉 =
1
x
2∆φ
12 x
2∆φ
34
∑
∆,`
∑
R∈R×R
TRIJK¯L¯|λφφO∆,`,R |2g∆,`(u, v) , (6.6)
where ` is now even/odd depending on whether R is in the symmetric/antisymmetric product
ofR×R. The tensor structures TRIJ¯KL¯ and TRIJK¯L¯ are fixed in terms of the 3-point function
tensor structures as
TRIJ¯KL¯ = T
R
IJ¯aT
R
KL¯a , T
R
IJK¯L¯ = T
R
IJaT
R¯
K¯L¯a¯ , (6.7)
where we assumed here all operators have unit normalized 2-point functions. If the 3-point
function tensor structures were chosen with the OPE coefficient reality properties described
above, then we find that λ2
φφ¯O∆,`,R ≥ 0 and |λφφ¯O∆,`,R |2 ≥ 0.
6.2 Conserved Currents
Recall that a local CFT has a stress tensor operator T with ∆ = d, ` = 2, which we can
use to define the infinitesimal generator of the conformal group, and whose 2-point function
coefficient cT was related to the OPE coefficient λ
2
φφOd,2 of the unit normalized Od,2 ≡ Sd√cT T
as (2.29). If a local CFT also has a continuous global symmetry G, then the spectrum of
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operators includes both the stress tensor in the singlet irrep of G, as well as a ∆ = d − 1
and ` = 1 conserved current operator JAµ with index a in the adjoint irrep A of G. We can
then define the infinitesimal generators of G in terms of the canonically normalized J as
Qa = −i
∫
Σ
dSµJ
µ
a , (6.8)
which implies that the 2-point function coefficient in (6.2) is
C
(1)
ab = t
Aδab
cJ
S2d
, (6.9)
where Sd was defined in (2.27), Ta are generators of G, t
A is the index the adjoint irrep,36
and cJ is a theory dependent constant. The Ward identity that follows from (6.8) for a scalar
operator φI is
[Qa, φI ] = −(Ta)IJ¯φJ¯ , (6.10)
where Ta are generators of G. This fixes λφφ¯Od−1,1,A and the tensor structure T
A
IJ¯a
as defined
in (6.3) for the unit normalized Od−1,1,A ≡ Sd√
tAcJ
J to be [106]
λφφ¯Od−1,1,A =
1√
cJ
, TAIJ¯a = −i(Ta)IJ¯ . (6.11)
This relation can be used to enter cJ into the bootstrap, just as (2.29) was used to enter cT
into the bootstrap.
For non-local CFTs, such as the generalized free field theories discussed in section 2.4, J
may not appear in the spectrum. The infinitesimal generators of G are then just defined in
terms of their algebra, and cannot be interpreted as integrals of a local quantity.
6.3 Crossing equations
We now derive the crossing equations by demanding that (6.5) and (6.6) are invariant under
permutations φ and φ¯. In each case, we add and substract the 4-point function from its
36Defined by Tr(TaTb) = t
Aδab
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crossed version, where we swap (1, I)↔ (3, K) and then relabel I ↔ K, to get37∑
∆,`
∑
R∈R×R¯
λ2φφ¯O∆,`,R
[
TRIJ¯KL¯F
∆φ
±,∆,`(u, v)∓ TRKJ¯IL¯F∆φ±,∆,`(u, v)
]
= 0 , (6.12)
and
∑
∆,`
 ∑
R∈R×R
|λφφO∆,`,R |2TRIJK¯L¯F∆φ±,∆,`(u, v)∓ (−1)`
∑
R∈R×R¯
λ2φφ¯O∆,`,RT
R
K¯JIL¯F
∆φ
±,∆,`(u, v)
 = 0 ,
(6.13)
where we define the crossing functions
F
∆φ
±,∆,`(u, v) ≡ v∆φg∆,`(u, v)± u∆φg∆,`(v, u) , (6.14)
and the (−1)` factor in (6.13) came from λφ¯φO∆,`,R = (−1)`λφφ¯O∆,`,R as seen from (6.3).
These F
∆φ
±,∆,`(u, v) generalize the F
∆φ
∆,`(u, v) = F
∆φ
−,∆,`(u, v) defined in (4.5) for the non-global
symmetry case, which was the combination of blocks that appeared in the single crossing
equation in that case. We can then solve (6.13) in terms of F
∆φ
±,∆,`(u, v) and the OPE
coefficients to get a vector of crossing equations38∑
∆,`,R
|λ∆,`,R|2~V∆,`,R = ~0 , (6.15)
where ~V is a linear combination of F
∆φ
±,∆,`(u, v), and the length of ~V is the number of tensor
structures that appear in the 4-point function.
For instance, consider φI(x) transforming in the fundamental irrep R of G = O(N), so
φI(x) is real and we need only consider (6.12). The tensor product R×R then includes a
singlet S, antisymmetric (adjoint) A, and symmetric traceless T , where S and T are in the
symmetric product and so their operators have even spins, while A is in the antisymmetric
product so their operators have odd spins. We can write their tensor structures in terms of
the basis of 4-index O(N) tensors
δIJδKL , δIKδJL , δILδJK , (6.16)
37We could also consider swapping (1, I)↔ (2, J), but as in the non-global symmetry case this just enforces
the condition of what spins can appear in which block, which we can already determine from 3-point functions.
38Here we are not considering the case where the same irrep appear twice, in which case there will be
multiple tensor structures and OPE coefficients for the same irrep, and the crossing equations must include
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by appropriately symmetrizing IJ for each case, which yields
T SIJKL = δIJδKL , T
A
IJKL = δIKδJL − δILδJK ,
T TIJKL = δIKδJL + δILδJK −
2
N
δIJδKL .
(6.17)
The overall normalization of these tensor structures is conventional except for the sign,
which must be chosen so that all OPE coefficients squared in the four-point function are
positive. In principle, this can be checked by defining the 4-point tensor structures in terms
of properly normalized 3-point tensor structures, but it is easier to just directly check the
4-point function in the free theory (in 3d for simplicity), where all operators are composites
of φI with 2-point function (6.1) for real φI and ∆φ =
1
2
. We can then compute the free
theory four-point function using Wick contractions and then expand in block as in (6.5) to
get
〈φI(x1)φJ(x2)φK(x3)φL(x4)〉free = 1
x12x34
[
δIJδKL + δIKδJL
√
u+ δILδJK
√
u
v
]
=
1
x12x34
[
T SIJKL
(
g0,0(r, η) +
2
N
g1,0(r, η) +
3
8N
g3,2(r, η)
)
+
1
2
g2,1(r, η)T
A
IJKL + T
T
IJKL
(
g1,0(r, η) +
3
16
g3,2(r, η)
)]
+O(r4) ,
(6.18)
where we expanded in the r, η variables that are related to u, v by (3.12) and (3.14), and the
blocks g∆,`(r, η) are computed in the conventions of Lecture 3. Note that all the λ
2
φφO∆,`,R ≥ 0,
and the S and T channels contain only even spin operators, such as the stress tensor O3,2,S,
while the A channel only contains odd operators, such as the current O2,1,A.39 We can then
use the tensor structures (6.17) to write (6.12) as a vector of crossing equations (6.15) with
~V∆,`+,S =

0
F
∆φ
−,∆,`
F
∆φ
+,∆,`
 , ~V∆,`−,A =

F
∆φ
−,∆,`
−F∆φ−,∆,`
F
∆φ
+,∆,`
 , ~V∆,`+,T =

F
∆φ
−,∆,`(
1− 2
N
)
F
∆φ
−,∆,`
− (1 + 2
N
)
F
∆φ
+,∆,`
 , (6.19)
where `± denotes that only even/odd spins appear.
For N = 2, we can consider φ(x) as a complex operator in the complex charged irrep
R under U(1) ∼= O(2). The tensor product R× R¯ then includes the parity even charge 0+
matrix constraints, as in the mixed correlator case considered in the next lecture.
39The operator O3,2,T exists in the free theory, since the free theory generically contains all operators
that saturate the unitarity bound in each irrep. In the interacting theory, the only conserved operators that
survive are the stress tensor and flavor current.
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irrep, which must have even spin, and the parity odd charge 0− irrep, which must have odd
spin, while the tensor product R×R includes the charge 2 irrep, which is in the symmetric
product and so must have even spin. In this presentation, there are no indices and so the
tensor structures in (6.5) and (6.6) become constant coefficients TR, but we must still check
that TR have the correct sign so that that λ2φφO∆,`,R ≥ 0. We do this again using the free
theory constructed from complex φ with 2-point function (6.1) and ∆φ =
1
2
. We must now
consider both 4-point functions (6.5) and (6.6), which we compute using Wick contractions
in 3d to get
〈φ(x1)φ¯(x2)φ(x3)φ¯(x4)〉free = 1
x12x34
[
1 +
√
u
v
]
=
1
x12x34
[
T 0+
(
g0,0(r, η) + g1,0(r, η) +
3
16
g3,2(r, η)
)
− 1
2
g2,1(r, η)T
0−
]
+O(r4) ,
(6.20)
which includes the irreps 0± ∈ R× R¯, and then
〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ¯(x3)φ¯(x4)〉free = 1
x12x34
[√
u+
√
u
v
]
=
T 2
x12x34
[
2g1,0(r, η) +
3
8
g3,2(r, η)
]
+O(r4) ,
(6.21)
which includes the irrep 2 ∈ R×R. Note that we must choose T 0− < 0 to get λ2
φφ¯O∆,`,0−
> 0,
so TR are nontrivial even though they contain no indices. We can choose the OPE coefficients
here to have the same normalization as the O(N) presentation (6.18) with N = 2 by setting
T 0+ = 1 , T 0− = −1 , T 2 = 1
2
, (6.22)
in which case both crossing equations (6.12) and (6.13) are identical to (6.19), which was
derived from the single crossing equation (6.12) since R was real, as long as we set N = 2
and identify S = 0+, A = 0−, and T = 2. This demonstrates that the crossing equations do
not depend on how we choose to present the global symmetry, even though the intermediate
calculations seem very different.
40By R we more properly mean each tensor structure, which can be different for odd and even spin.
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6.4 Implementing with SDPB
As in the previous lecture 4, we can now truncate each F
∆φ
±,∆,`(u, v) in V
β
∆,`,R in terms of
m,n derivatives in z, z¯ at the crossing symmetric point, and write them as polynomials
Pm,n`,R,i(∆,∆φ) in ∆ with positive factors χ
`
κ(∆), where the polynomials are now labeled by
the spin `, the irrep R,40 and the crossing equation index β. The only change to the bootstrap
algorithm in section 4.1, is that the functional α now acts on V β∆,`,R instead of just a single
F
∆φ
−,∆,`(u, v). As a result, the list of operators O∆,`,R, scaling dimension lower bounds ∆B`,R,
and OPE coefficients squared |λ|2∆,`,R are now labeled by R in addition to `. For each ` and
R, the functional α acts on the m,n derivatives of V β∆,`,R at the crossing symmetric point as∑
β
∑
m,n
αβm,n∂
m
z ∂
n
z¯ V
β
∆,`,R(rc, 1) , (6.23)
so αβm,n now has an extra index β that counts the extra crossing equations.
We can implement these changes in the wrapper Bootstrap.m used to create the SDPB
input, by entering a different PositiveMatrixWithPrefactor (5.13) for each ` and R. As in
the case without global symmetry, the matrix of polynomials in PositiveMatrixWithPrefactor
is still a 1×1 matrix, but now our list of polynomial constraints will run over both derivatives
m,n as well as the crossing equation label β. Similarly, the obj and norm should also be
entered as a list running over m,n, β. For instance, for the scaling dimension algorithm, the
unit operator contribution that we normalize corresponds to ∂mz ∂
n
z¯ V
β
0,0,S(rc, 1), where S is
the singlet irrep of whatever symmetry group we are considering.
6.5 Single correlator bootstrap bounds with O(N) symmetry
We will now discuss the results of running the scaling dimension algorithm using the O(N)
crossing equations (6.19) in 3d, as originally reported in [17].41 In Figures 5 and 6 we
show upper bounds for the lowest dimension O(N) singlet scaling dimension ∆S and O(N)
traceless symmetric scaling dimension ∆T , respectively, computed with Λ = 11 or Λ = 19
for a 4-point function of scalars in the O(N) vector V irrep, for N = 2, 3, 10. The values of
∆V and ∆S for the O(N) fixed point have been computed from Monte Carlo for N = 2 [116]
41See [30] for the analogous bounds in 5d.
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Figure 5: The solid blue, red, and purple curves shows numerical bootstrap upper bounds
with Λ = 19 on the scaling dimension ∆S of the lowest dimension operator in the singlet
irrep S of O(N) as a function of the scaling dimension ∆V of the lowest dimension operator
in the vector irrep V for N = 2, 3, 10, respectively. The dashed opaque curves show the
analogous results with only Λ = 11. For N = 2, 3, the black dots denotes the Monte Carlo
values (6.24), while for N = 10 the black dot denotes the large N value (6.26).
and N = 3 [117]:42
N = 2 : ∆V = 0.51905(10) , ∆S = 1.51124(22) ,
N = 3 : ∆V = 0.51875(25) , ∆S = 1.5939(10) ,
(6.24)
while ∆T has been computed using the pseudo- expansion [119]:
N = 2 : ∆T = 1.237(4) , N = 3 : ∆T = 1.211(3) . (6.25)
42The critical O(3) model describes thermal phase transitions of isotropic magnets, as well as the quantum
phase transition of coupled dimer antiferromagnets [118].
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Figure 6: The solid blue, red, and purple curves shows numerical bootstrap upper bounds
with Λ = 19 on the scaling dimension ∆T of the lowest dimension operator in the traceless
symmetric irrep T of O(N) as a function of the scaling dimension ∆V of the lowest dimension
operator in the vector irrep V for N = 2, 3, 10, respectively. The dashed opaque curves show
the analogous results with only λ = 11. For N = 2, 3. the black dots denote the Monte
Carlo value (6.24) for ∆V and the pseudo- expansion values (6.25) for ∆T , while for N = 10
the black dot denotes the large N (6.27) value for all these quantities.
These values have also been computed in a large N expansion [120,121]:
∆V =
1
2
+
4
3pi2N
− 256
27pi4N2
+
32(−3188 + 3pi2(−61 + 108 log[2])− 3402ζ[3]))
243pi6 N3
+O(N−4) ,
∆S = 2− 32
3pi2N
+
32
27pi4N2
(16− 27pi2)) +O(N−3) ,
∆T = 1 +
32
3pi2N
− 512
27pi4N2
+O(N−3) ,
(6.26)
which for N = 10 gives
N = 10 : ∆V ≈ 0.51159 , ∆S ≈ 1.86144 , ∆T ≈ 1.10612 . (6.27)
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We show all these previous predictions for the O(N) vector model fixed point as block dots
in the bootstrap plots. As in the Z2 bootstrap before, the upper bounds start at the free
theory point (∆V ,∆S) = (∆V ,∆T ) = (
1
2
, 1), which must be allowed by our bounds, and then
show a distinct kink at point near the O(N) vector model CFT, where the large N values
are slightly farther from the kink than the Monte Carlo values, which is expected since the
large N expansion is less accurate. Also as in the Ising case, Λ = 19 bounds are in general
more constraining than the Λ = 11 bounds, but they in fact are very close at the point that
we putatively identify with the O(N) CFT.
Since O(N) ⊂ O(N + 1), we expect that the bounds should get stronger as N increase,
which we observe for the ∆T bounds. For the ∆S bounds, keep in mind that a traceless
symmetric operator in O(N +1) contains a singlet operator under its O(N) subgroup, which
generically has smaller scaling dimension than the O(N+1) singlet as we see from comparing
the two plots. Thus we should only expect that the O(N + 1) ∆T is smaller than the O(N)
∆S, which is indeed the case.
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6.6 Problem Set 6
1. For a general continuous global symmetry group, the tensor structures TR
IJ¯KL¯
in (6.5)
can be computed as eigenfunctions of the quadratic Casimir
C2 ≡
|G|∑
a=1
T aI′I¯ T¯
a
J¯ ′J , (6.28)
where |G| is the group’s rank, T a are the standard generators of the group, T¯ a = −(T a)∗
are the conjugate generators, and the Casimir acts just on the first two indices of the
tensor structure. Similarly, TR
IJK¯L¯
in (6.6) are eigenfunctions of
∑|G|
a=1 T
a
I′I¯T
a
J ′J¯ .
(a) Consider a 4-point function of scalar operators φI(x) and φ¯I¯(x) in the fundamental
and anti-fundamental, respectively, of SU(N). The |SU(N)| = N − 1 generators
T a can be written with fundamental indices as
T aIJ¯ =
1√
2a(a+ 1)
[(
a∑
K=1
δIKδKJ¯
)
− aδI,a+1δJ¯ ,a+1
]
, (6.29)
so that they are normalized as T a
IJ¯
T b
I¯J
= 1
2
δab. Plug a suitable basis of tensor
structures into the eigenvalue equation to derive TR
IJ¯KL¯
and TR
IJK¯L¯
for the irreps
R that appear in N ⊗ N¯ and N ⊗ N , respectively, up to overall normalization
factors nR.
(b) Compute the 4-point function 〈φφφ¯φ¯〉 for a free theory in 3d with ∆φ = 12 using
Wick contractions. Expand in conformal blocks in the R × R¯ channel (6.5)
and the R × R channel (6.6), and check that your choice of nR leads to OPE
coefficients squared that are positive. Check that operators with irreps in the
symmetric/antisymmetric product of R × R come only with even/odd spins in
the block expansion.
(c) Compute the coefficient cJ of the 2-point function of canonically normalized gobal
symmetry currents Jaµ , and check that it matches λ
2
φφ¯,O2,1,A for the unit normalized
current O2,1,A ≡ Sd√cJ J using the relation (6.11).
(d) Compute the crossing equations, and check that they are approximately solved
in the free theory using the OPE coefficients you computed in the previous step
and the block expansion up to a sufficiently higher order in ∆ and `.
2. Change Bootstrap.m to apply to a 4-point function of scalars in the vector irrep of
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O(N). For N = 3 and Λ = 11, apply the scaling dimension upper bound algorithm to
check a grid of points in (∆V ,∆S) and (∆V ,∆T ) to confirm the kinks shown in 5 and
6.
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7 Bootstrapping mixed correlators
In the previous lectures we considered 4-point functions of identical scalar operators. We
will now discuss following [26] how to bootstrap systems of 4-point functions with different
scalar operators. The main advantage of mixed system is that it gives access to operators
that would not appear in a 4-point function of identical scalar operators. For simplicity, we
will restrict to real scalars.
7.1 Four-point function of mixed scalars
Consider real scalar operators φIi (x), were i are labels for different scalars that transform in
different irreps Ri of the global symmetry group G, whose indices we suppress for simplicity.
As shown in a previous problem set, conformal symmetry fixes the 4-point function to be
〈φi(x1)φj(x2)φk(x3)φl(x4)〉 = gijkl(u, v)
[
x24
x14
]∆ij [
x14
x13
]∆kl
x
∆i+∆j
12 x
∆k+∆l
34
, (7.1)
where ∆ij ≡ ∆i − ∆j. We can expand gijkl(u, v) in conformal blocks just as we did in the
single correlator case, by taking the OPE in the 12 and 34 channels, which yields:
gijkl(u, v) =
∑
∆,`,R
λφiφjO∆,`,RλφkφlO∆,`,RT
R
ij,klg
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (u, v) , (7.2)
where g
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (u, v) are the conformal blocks, and T
R
ij,kl are tensor structures for the irreps R
that appear in the intersection of the tensor products Ri×Rj and Rk ×Rl. The symmetry
of the OPE under exchanging 1↔ 2 and 3↔ 4 implies that the blocks satisfy
g
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (u/v, 1/v) = (−1)`v
∆kl
2 g
−∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (u, v) = (−1)`v
−∆ij
2 g
∆ij ,−∆kl
∆,` (u, v) , (7.3)
which generalizes the non-mixed block identity (3.6).
The x-dependent prefactor in (7.1) is more complicated than the single correlator case,
so passing this prefactor through the conformal Casimir as in section 3.1 yields a more
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complicated differential equation for the blocks [107]:
D∆ij ,∆klg∆ij ,∆kl∆,` (u, v) = c∆,`g∆ij ,∆kl∆,` (u, v) ,
D∆ij ,∆kl ≡ (1− u− v)∂v
(
v∂v +
∆kl −∆ij
2
)
+ u∂u(2u∂u − d)
− (1 + u− v)
(
u∂u + v∂v − ∆ij
2
)(
u∂u + v∂v +
∆kl
2
)
,
(7.4)
where c∆,` is the same eigenvalue (3.8) that appeared in the single correlator differential
equation (3.11). Note that the external operator scaling dimensions now appear explicitly in
the differential equation, unlike the single correlator case, so the blocks must be computed
separately for each ∆ij and ∆kl. In the u→ 0 and v → 1 limits, however, we can check from
the OPE that the blocks have the same limit (3.2) as in the case ∆ij = ∆kl = 0.
In even dimensions, we can solve (7.4) exactly using the initial condition (3.2). For
instance, in d = 2, 4 we can generalize the single correlator blocks (3.13) by replacing [107]
kβ(x)→ k∆ij ,∆klβ (x) = x
β
2 2F1
(
β −∆ij
2
,
β + ∆kl
2
, β, x
)
. (7.5)
In non-even dimensions, the conformal blocks are computed most efficiently in a radial
expansion in r, η using the Zamolodchikov recursion relations [26]. The computation is
exactly the same as the single correlator case in section 3.3, except the table of poles in 2 is
generalized to 3, we replace h˜`(r, η) in (3.22) by
h˜
∆ij ,∆kl
` (r, η) =
4∆`!C
d−2
2
` (η)
(−2)` (d−2
2
)
`
(1− r2) d−22 (1 + r2 + 2rη) 12 (1+∆ij−∆kl)(1 + r2 − 2rη) 12 (1−∆ij+∆kl)
,
(7.6)
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I m ∈ BI ∆I,m `I,m
1 1, 2, 3, . . . 1− `−m `+m
2 1, 2, . . . ` `+ d− 1−m `−m
3 2, 4, 6, . . . (d−m)/2 `
Table 3: Positions of the poles ∆I,m in g∆,`, shifts of the residue conformal blocks g
∆ij ,∆kl
∆I,m+m,`I,m
,
and range BI of possible values of m for each I = 1, 2, 3.
and the coefficients cI,m in (3.23) by
cm,1 = −m(−2)
m
(m!)2
(
∆ij + 1−m
2
)
m
(
∆kl + 1−m
2
)
m
,
cm,2 = − m`!(d/2 + `)−m(d/2 + `− 1)−m
(−2)m(m!)2(`−m)!(d− 2 + `)−m
(
∆ij + 1−m
2
)
m
(
∆kl + 1−m
2
)
m
,
cm,3 =
−m(−1)m/2((d−m)/2− 1)m
2((m/2)!)2((d−m)/2 + `− 1)m((d−m)/2 + `)m
(
∆ij − (d+m)/2− `+ 2
2
)
m
2
×
(
∆ij + (d−m)/2 + `
2
)
m
2
(
∆kl − (d+m)/2− `+ 2
2
)
m
2
(
∆kl + (d−m)/2 + `
2
)
m
2
.
(7.7)
7.2 Crossing equations for mixed scalars
We can now derive the crossing equation by swapping (1, i)↔ (3, k) in (7.1), which yields43
∑
∆,`,R
[
λijO∆,`,RλklO∆,`,RT
R
ij,klv
∆j+∆k
2 g
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (u, v)
]
=
∑
∆,`,R′
[
λkjO∆,`,R′λilO∆,`,R′T
R′
kj,ilu
∆i+∆j
2 g
∆kj ,∆il
∆,` (v, u)
]
,
(7.8)
where R includes irreps that appear in Ri × Rj ∩ Rk × Rl, while R′ includes irreps that
appear in Rk ×Rj ∩ Ri ×Rl. We can then add and subtract (7.8) with its u↔ v version,
like what we did in the global symmetry case, to write the crossing equations as∑
∆,`,R
[
λijO∆,`,RλklO∆,`,RT
R
ij,klF
ij,kl
∓,∆,`(u, v)
]
±
∑
∆,`,R′
[
λkjO∆,`,R′λilO∆,`,R′T
R′
kj,ilF
kj,il
∓,∆,`(u, v)
]
= 0 ,
(7.9)
43We can derive all the crossing constraints by permuting the ijkl and then swapping (1, i) ↔ (3, k), so
we do not need to consider swapping (1, i)↔ (2, j).
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where we define the crossing functions
F ij,kl±,∆,`(u, v) ≡ v
∆k+∆j
2 g
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (u, v)± u
∆k+∆j
2 g
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (v, u) , (7.10)
which are respectively symmetric and antisymmetric under swapping u↔ v, and generalize
the F
∆φ
±,∆,`(u, V ) defined in (6.14) for the single correlator case. The F
ij,kl
±,∆,`(u, v) satisfy the
useful identities
F ij,kl±,∆,`(u, v) = F
kl,ij
±,∆,`(u, v) = F
ji,lk
±,∆,`(u, v) , (7.11)
which follow from the block identities (7.3). These identities will reduce the number of
crossing equations that would naively result from (7.9).
7.3 Matrix constraints
The major difference between the mixed scalar crossing equations (7.9) and previous cases, is
that the OPE coefficients do not appear as squares, and so while we can choose a basis such
that each OPE coefficient is real just as before, there is no guarantee that λijO∆,`,RλklO∆,`,R or
λkjO∆,`,R′λilO∆,`,R′ will be positive, which was an important part of our bootstrap algorithm.
Recall from the lecture 5 on semidefinite programming that SDPB can consider constraints
of positive semidefinite symmetric matrices of polynomial, and not just constraints on indi-
vidual polynomials. If we thus consider all 4-point functions with the scalars φi(x), φj(x),
φk(x), φl(x), then we can derive a list of matrix constraints, where vector of OPE coefficients
multiply symmetric matrices of polynomials.
For instance, consider a CFT with Z2 symmetry, where the lowest dimension Z2 even
operator is  and the lowest dimension Z2 odd operator is σ. Only Z2 even/odd operators
O∆,`,± can appear in the OPE of two operators with the same/different Z2 parity. The
nonzero correlators between σ and  are then
〈σσσσ〉 , 〈σσ〉 , 〈〉 . (7.12)
We can apply the crossing equations (7.9) to each inequivalent permutation of these 4-point
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functions to get
0 =
∑
∆,`+
λ2σσO∆,`,+F
σσ,σσ
−,∆,` (u, v) ,
0 =
∑
∆,`+
λ2O∆,`,+F
,
−,∆,`(u, v) ,
0 =
∑
∆,`
λ2σO∆,`,−F
σ,σ
−,∆,`(u, v) ,
0 =
∑
∆,`+
λσσO∆,`,+λO∆,`,+F
σσ,
∓,∆,`(u, v)±
∑
∆,`
(−1)`λ2σO∆,`,−F σ,σ∓,∆,`(u, v) ,
(7.13)
where in the last equations we used λσO∆,`,− = (−1)`λσO∆,`,− , and recall that `± denotes
that only even/odd spins occur. We can then assemble these constraints into a vector of
crossing equations
∑
∆,`
(
λσσO∆,`,+ λO∆,`,+
)
~V∆,`,+
(
λσσO∆,`,+
λO∆,`,+
)
+
∑
∆,`
λ2σO∆,`,−
~V∆,`,− = ~0 , (7.14)
where ~V∆,`,− is a vector of scalar constraints and ~V∆,`,+ is a vector of matrix constraints:
~V∆,`,− =

0
0
F σ,σ−,∆,`
(−1)`F σ,σ−,∆,`
−(−1)`F σ,σ+,∆,`

, ~V∆,`,+ =

(
F σσ,σσ−,∆,` 0
0 0
)
(
0 0
0 F ,−,∆,`
)
(
0 0
0 0
)
(
0 1
2
F σσ,−,∆,`
1
2
F σσ,−,∆,` 0
)
(
0 1
2
F σσ,+,∆,`
1
2
F σσ,+,∆,` 0
)

, (7.15)
where note that each 2× 2 matrix in ~V∆,`,+ is symmetric.
7.4 Implementing with SDPB
As in the previous lecture, we can now truncate each F ijkl±,∆,`(u, v) in V
β
∆,`,R in terms of
m,n derivatives in z, z¯ at the crossing symmetric point, and write them as polynomials
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Pm,n,β`,R (∆,∆ij,∆kl) in ∆ with positive factors χ
`
κ(∆), where β denotes which crossing equa-
tion, and we must now compute a different polynomial for each ∆ij and ∆kl since the mixed
blocks differ in each case. This makes bootstrapping different points much more computa-
tionally expensive than the single correlator case, where we only needed to compute a single
block, and then the dependence on the external operator scaling dimension ∆φ was just a
simple factor (4.15). The only other change to the bootstrap algorithm in section 6.4 is that
the functional αβm,n now acts on matrices of polynomials, but recall that SDPB was set up
precisely to handle such more general constraints.
We can implement these changes in the wrapper Bootstrap.m used to create the SDPB
input, by entering the PositiveMatrixWithPrefactor (5.13) as matrices of polynomials
when ~V∆,`,R is a matrix. The objective function obj and normalization norm cannot be
matrices, so we must impose relations between OPE coefficients to define these quantities.
For instance, in the scaling dimension algorithm norm is the identity operator. In the Z2
example above, the identity appears appears as the matrix constraint ~V0,0,+ in (7.15). Since
we know that all OPE coefficients with the identity, such as λσσO0,0,+ and λO0,0,+ in (7.14),
are simply 1, we can define the scalar constraint
~V scal0,0,+ ≡
(
1 1
)
~V0,0,+
(
1
1
)
, (7.16)
and then enter ~V scal0,0,+ into norm. In the OPE coefficient algorithm, norm is an operator
whose OPE coefficient squared we want to maximize, so in general we cannot apply this
algorithm to operators that appear in matrix constraints, such as O∆,`,+ in (7.14), but we
could apply it to operators that happen to have scalar constraints, such as O∆,`,− in (7.14).
We can also apply it to operators with matrix constraints whose OPE coefficients are related,
such as the stress tensor Od,2,+ in (7.14) whose OPE coefficients with any external operator
are all related to the single quantity c−1T by (2.27), so we can define the scalar constraint
~V scald,2,+ ≡
d2
cT (d− 1)2
(
∆σ ∆
)
~Vd,2,+
(
∆σ
∆
)
, (7.17)
and then maximize c−1T using the OPE coefficient maximization algorithm.
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7.5 Gap assumptions
Without any further assumptions, the constraints described above are the best we can do. If
we furthermore assume gaps, then mixed correlators allow for a richer set of constraints than
single correlators. For example, if we assume a gap ∆B2,+ > d and then insert the stress tensor
contribution as the scalar constraint in (7.17), then the fact that multiple OPE coefficients
are related to the same cT is a constraint that we could not access with single correlators.
Unfortunately, there is no physical motivation for such a gap.
A better motivated gap is to assume that only a certain number of operators are relevant.
Recall that for the Ising CFT, we know that σ and  are the only relevant operators in their
respective Z2 channels. With single correlators, we were already able to impose a gap on
the Z2 even sector, which turned our upper bounds into a narrow peninsula of an allowed
region. With mixed correlators, we now also have access to to the Z2 odd sector, so we can
also impose that σ is the only relevant Z2 odd operator.
Once we assume these gaps, we can impose the further constraint that the OPE coefficient
λσσ is invariant under permutations of its labels, since the spin is even. This allows us to
combine the matrix constraint ~V∆,0,+ and the scalar constraint ~V∆σ ,0,− into a single matrix
constraint as
(
λσσ λ
)
~V∆,0,+
(
λσσ
λ
)
+ λ2σσ~V∆σ ,0,−
=
(
λσσ λ
)[
~V∆,0,+ + ~V∆σ ,0,− ⊗
(
1 0
0 0
)](
λσσ
λ
)
.
(7.18)
This single constraint still allows for the possibility that there are many operators with
dimensions ∆σ and ∆, with different OPE coefficients. In the Ising CFT we expect that
there is only a single operator σ and  with their dimensions, which we can impose by
replacing the 2× 2 matrix constraint in (7.18) by the scalar constraint
(λ2σσ + λ
2
)
(
cos θ sin θ
)[
~V∆,0,+ + ~V∆σ ,0,− ⊗
(
1 0
0 0
)](
cos θ sin θ
)
, (7.19)
where θ = tan−1(λ/λσσ) ∈ [0, pi) must be entered by hand. We can then scan over allowed
points (∆σ,∆, θ)allowed that the bootstrap gives for each θ, and the union of such points for
all θ ∈ [0, pi) can be smaller than the allowed region (∆σ,∆)allowed that we would have found
without the constraint (7.19).
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Figure 7: Blue points are values of the scaling dimensions (∆σ,∆) of the lowest dimension
Z2 odd/even operator, respectively, allowed by the mixed correlator bootstrap with the gap
assumptions that these are the only relevant operators in their sectors, while gray points
are disallowed. The red rectangle is the Monte Carlo values in Table 1 for the Ising CFT
including its error. The lefthand plot was run with Λ = 11 number of derivatives, while
righthand plot was run with Λ = 19, and corresponds to the region in the black rectangle in
the lefthand plot.
7.6 Mixed correlator bootstrap bounds with Z2 symmetry
We now discuss the results of running the bootstrap for the Z2 mixed correlator system
described above in 3d, which were originally reported in [26].44 If we do not assume any
gaps, or only a gap above ∆, then the results are almost identical to what we found with
the single correlator bounds in Figure 3. The big improvement comes from assuming a gap
up to 3 above both ∆σ and ∆, in which case we find a small island around the Ising CFT as
shown in Figure 7. We also imposed permutation symmetry of λσσ as in (7.18), which also
shrinks the allowed region further. In the Λ = 11 plot on the left, the Monte Carlo values
are still much more constraining than bootstrap, but for the Λ = 19 plot on the right, the
bootstrap has already started to disallow some of the Monte Carlo region. The two allowed
regions take roughly the same shape for Λ = 11 and Λ = 19, which is a general pattern once
Λ is large enough. Note that there will still exist allowed regions to the far left and above
the island that we found, that are not shown in this plot.
When this same bootstrap setup is run with Λ = 43 [31], then they become much smaller
than the Monte Carlo region. Even smaller bounds can be found by imposing the further
constraint (7.19), which drastically shrinks the allowed region. This was used in [42] to find
the best Ising CFT bounds to date, which as shown before in Table 1 are more constraining
44This analysis was generalized to the O(N) model in [33].
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than Monte Carlo by orders of magnitude. This study involves a more computationally
expensive three-dimensional scan over ∆σ ∆, and θ, though, and so must be run on a
computer cluster instead of just a single personal computer.
7.7 Conclusion
In these lectures, we demonstrated how symmetry alone, without any explicit Lagrangians
or assumptions about the spectrum, can be used to derive infinite constraints on the physical
content of a conformal field theory. We then truncated these equations in a controlled way
that allowed us to derive rigorous bounds on the scaling dimensions and OPE coefficients
of the lowest dimension operator in a given representation that appears in a given 4-point
function. We saw that increasing the precision of our truncation allowed us to monotonically
improve our bounds, and that kinks in the bounds corresponded to the known Ising and
O(N) vector model CFTs. Finally, when we imposed that only two operators are relevant
in the Ising CFT, which is part of its definition, we were able to derive small islands in the
space of allowed scaling dimensions of these operators, which give a more precise theoretical
prediction for these values than any other method.
While these results are impressive, we have still only studied a few of the simplest confor-
mal field theories. Many known CFTs, particularly gauge theories without supersymmetry,
remain mostly unexplored, and there are probably many unknown CFTs waiting to be dis-
covered, especially in d > 4 where weakly coupled Lagrangians do not exist in the UV and
so traditional methods fall short. There are also other constraints on 4-points functions that
we have not imposed, such as modular invariance for 2d CFTs [122]. Even for the crossing
constraints discussed in these lectures, there are many area that could be improved:
• Higher spin operators: We only studied operators with small spins. In fact, we were
only able to truncate the infinite crossing equations to a finite numerically feasible
problem since we showed that the contributions of high dimension operators, and
thus also high spin operators, to the 4-point function are very small near the crossing
symmetric point. To access these higher spin operators, we either need to drastically
improve the precision of our numerics, or to further develop methods to bootstrap large
spin data from small spin data such as [123–127].
• Higher dimension operators: Our bootstrap algorithms only applied to the lowest
dimension operators with a given spin and global symmetry representation. We could
have computed upper bounds on higher dimension operators by inserting all lower
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dimension operators, and seeing for what value of the higher dimension operator no
values of the lower dimension operators are allowed. A quicker method is to use the
fact that at the boundary of the allowed region of a bootstrap bound, we expect the
solution to crossing given by the functional α to be unique. We can then read off
the scaling dimensions of higher dimension operators by looking at the zeros of α
acting on the crossing equations, and then inputting these zeros to solve for the OPE
coefficients [7, 15, 21, 128]. If we think that a known theory saturates the bootstrap
bounds, such as the Ising model that seemed to saturate the most general Z2 bounds,
then this so-called extremal functional method can be used to study higher dimension
operators. In the case of the 3d Ising model and ABJM theory [129], results for
higher dimension operators as extracted from this method have been shown to match
predictions from other methods [63, 126, 130]. The downside of this method is that
unlike the original bounds, this extraction is not rigorous and there is no known way
yet of systematically improving the extraction.
• Operators in other OPEs: We only studied CFT data that appears in 4-point functions
of scalar operators in specific representations of the global symmetry group. Even for
the mixed correlator study of the Ising model, we did not have access to CFT data such
as OPE coefficients with two operators with nonzero spin. To access all the local CFT
data with the numerical conformal bootstrap, we would need to study every possible
4-point function in the theory, including 4-point functions with spin [36,56,58,76,131].
An alternative approach would be to look at n-point functions of the same operators
for n > 4, but it is not clear how to apply the bootstrap algorithm in that case, since
more than two OPE coefficients would appear.
• Gap assumptions: For the Ising CFT, the gaps we imposed were essential to deriving
islands in (∆σ,∆). If we had looked at other operators in the OPE, such as spin
2 operators, we would not have any natural gap assumptions, and so we would not
have been able to derive islands in their scaling dimensions. For most strongly coupled
CFTs, we do not even know how many relevant operators there should be, so no
gap assumption is justified. For CFTs with enough supersymmetry, however, certain
operators have protected scaling dimensions, so we can compute both upper and lower
bounds on their OPE coefficients [11], and thereby derive small islands in OPE space
[25,63,132].
The conformal bootstrap program disdains to conceal its views and aims. It openly
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declare that its ends can be attained only by numerical solutions to all existing CFTs. Let
perturbative methods tremble at a bootstrap revolution. Physicists have nothing to lose but
their Lagrangians. They have a non-perturbative world to win.
Working field theorists of all disciplines, bootstrap!
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7.8 Problem Set 7
The goal of this problem set is to reproduce the bootstrap islands in (∆σ,∆) space for
the 3d Ising model as computed with Λ = 11 in Figure 7. Since the crossing equations
(7.19) include crossing functions F σ,σ,±,∆,` and F
σ,σ,
±,∆,` that are constructed from mixed blocks
g∆σ ,∆σ∆,` and g
∆σ,∆σ
∆,` , respectively, we must compute a different block for each (∆σ,∆),
unlike the single correlator case where a single block sufficed for each external operator
scaling dimension.
1. Compute mixed conformal blocks g
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (r, η) for ` = 0, ∆ij =
1
2
, and ∆kl = −12 up to
order rmax = 20 using the recursion relation in Section 7.1.
2. Replace poles as in Section 4.3 applied to mixed blocks with κ = 10, and plot
p¯
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (rc, 1) versus p
∆ij,∆kl
∆,` (rc, 1) for 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ 4 to see how accurate the replacement
is at the crossing symmetric point.
3. Make a table of derivatives
Qm,n` (∆,∆ij,∆kl) ≡
(
r−∆∂mz ∂
n
z¯
[
r∆p¯
∆ij ,∆kl
∆,` (r, η)
]) ∣∣
r=rc,η=1
, (7.20)
for m+ n ≤ 3, ` = 0, ∆ij = 12 , and ∆kl = −12 . Compare to the values computed using
the scalar blocks package on Docker, which outputs (−2)
`(d/2−1)`
(d−2)` Q
m,n
` (x = ∆ − ` −
1,∆ij,∆kl), as described in Problem Set 4.5.
4. Change Bootstrap.m to apply to a mixed system of 4-point functions with Z2 symme-
try as described in this lecture. Impose that σ and  are the only relevant operators in
their respective sectors, and that λσσ is permutation invariant as in (7.18). Reproduce
the Λ = 11 island in (∆σ,∆) shown in Figure 7 by checking an appropriate grid of a
few points that show an allowed region surrounded by a disallowed region (you do not
need to reproduce each point in Figure 7).
Note that for each (∆σ,∆), you will need to compute a different table of deriva-
tives Pm,n,β`,R (∆,∆σ,∆σ) and P
m,n,β
`,R (∆,∆σ,∆σ), which can be assembled from the
appropriate Qm,n` (∆,∆ij,∆kl) that can be efficiently computed using scalar blocks.
The crossing equations also depend on Pm,n,β`,R (∆,∆σσ,∆σσ), P
m,n,β
`,R (∆,∆,∆), and
Pm,n,β`,R (∆,∆σσ,∆), which depend on non-mixed blocks and so need only be computed
once as in the single correlator case.
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